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1-1.  Crystal engineering  

    In recent years, the design of new structures for the purpose of crystal engineering has attracted 

a great deal of interest. Crystal engineering is the design and synthesis of molecular solid-state 

structures with desirable functional properties based on the understanding and exploitation of 

intermolecular interactions. The development of the field of crystal engineering can usually be 

traced back to Schmidt's work in the 1960s, work that was based on keen crystallographic insight. 

Thus, Schmidt noticed that chlorinated aromatic compounds were often observed to crystallize 

with molecular stacks at a separation of 4 Å. This observation was subsequently used in a number 

of early examples of what became known as crystal engineering.1,2 Molecular crystals have 

interesting physical and chemical properties that are unrelated to other classes of crystalline 

substances. These properties are related to, and closely associated with, their internal periodic 

structures. These internal structures are called crystal structures, and they are of outstanding 

importance in crystal engineering. Therefore, it is necessary to be able to design specific crystal 

structures in which molecules are assembled in a particular way. In turn, a specific crystal structure 

has a specific property that is desired. 

    Chemical properties lead to changes in the chemical composition of the crystal, which may be 

reversible or irreversible. Molecular crystals with specific chemical properties (reactivity, 

isomerism, color change) can be used as sensors, devices, photosensitive materials and for catalytic 

applications.3–9 Physical properties (gas inclusion, electrical, magnetic, optical, solubility) are 

more easily tailored, and most applications are in this category.10,11 The nonlinear optical response 

of some organic solids lacking a crystal center of symmetry exceeds that found in currently used 

inorganic materials. These crystals are used as frequency doublers and waveguides.12–14 Non-

centrosymmetric crystals are also used as ferroelectrics, piezoelectrics, pyroelectrics, and 

triboluminescent materials.15–18 Solid form control is important in industries related to dyes, 

pharmaceuticals and explosives. The importance of obtaining different solid forms (polycrystals, 

solvates, co-crystals) of a drug molecule can lead to significant commercial benefits. Today, a 

major application of molecular crystals is in the engineering of open metal-organic framework 

structures.3,19 These compounds have been compared to zeolites because they have a framework 

structure with large internal spaces enclosed. However, in contrast to zeolites, the size of the voids 

in coordination polymers is very large and the internal surface area is consequently large. As a 
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result, these materials are able to absorb large amounts of gas.20 They can also be designed to allow 

selective absorption of gases from gas mixtures. Such applications are of great use in separation 

and catalysis.19,21 

    The success of crystal engineering strategies depends on the availability of robust and 

transferable interactions to glue together the building materials. These intermolecular forces have 

been systematically reviewed and range in strength from strong ionic interactions (100-350 kJ mol-

1) through ion-dipole, dipole-dipole, hydrogen-bonding, anion- and cation... π-interactions, ππ-

stacking, to weak van der Waals forces (< 5 kJ mol-1).22 The strength of the interactions is their 

most obvious and noteworthy property. Many of the interactions that may be important in crystal 

stacking have minimum energies between 0.5 and 5 kcal mol-1. These energies are indeed very 

weak. Thus, the energetic factors that build up crystal stacking are subtle, and the crystal structure 

is the result of a compromise between the needs of many weak interactions. A second important 

property of intermolecular interactions is their directionality. This property is of obvious 

significance in crystal design because the directionality of interactions can be exploited to achieve 

specific and pre-desired intermolecular orientations. Hydrogen bonding is the most important 

orientation interaction in molecular crystals. It is the anisotropy of the interactions in the crystal 

structure that allows one to propose design strategies for crystals of related molecules. A third 

important general property of intermolecular interactions is their distance dependence. The 

distance dependence of interactions is related to the events that precede nucleation and 

crystallization. Strong or even weak hydrogen bonds have an orientation effect on the molecule 

prior to nucleation and crystallization. Their orientation preferences remain in the final crystal 

structure, even though the contribution of these electrostatic interactions to the total energy of the 

crystal is small. In order to organize the topology or connectivity of the molecules in the crystal 

structure, an interaction should preferably be both strong and directional.23 

 

1-1-1. Hydrogen bonding interaction 

    Since the directional and strength properties of hydrogen bonds determine to varying degrees 

the structure of ions, molecules and even crystals, the study of hydrogen bonds has a broad 

perspective and important applications. Other heteroatom interactions such as SS, 

halogenhalogen and halogenO are also directional. Unlike other typical chemical bonds (ionic, 
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covalent and metallic bonds), the energy of hydrogen bonds spans two orders of magnitude, from 

several kcal/mol for weaker hydrogen bonds to tens of kcal/mol for stronger hydrogen bonds. The 

angular properties of hydrogen bonds are also an important feature of the interaction. The 

orientation of hydrogen bonds is generally in the lone pair region of the acceptor atom. The trend 

of all hydrogen bonds is toward linearity, which is because the positively charged H atom is most 

effective as a medium capable of shielding closely approached negative charges when it is located 

in a straight line connecting the X and Y atoms. Any crystal structure is the result of a compromise 

between many molecular interactions with different strengths, angular preferences and distance-

dependent properties. Usually, the angle of hydrogen bonding is not 180o, and one reason for this 

bending is that hydrogen atoms are often approached by a second acceptor in an attractive manner. 

This type of interaction is called bifurcated hydrogen bonding, or three-center interaction. 

    Hydrogen bonds can be classified according to the following perspectives: (1) linear (two-

center), bifurcated (three-center), trifurcated (four-center) or multifurcated (four-center) hydrogen 

bonds according to their geometric configuration; (2) homonuclear and heteronuclear hydrogen 

bonds or neutral and ionic hydrogen bonds according to the nature of the proton donor and acceptor; 

(3) symmetric and asymmetric hydrogen bonds according to the position of the hydrogen atom; (4) 

the way of existence, i.e., whether the proton donor and acceptor belong to the same molecule, is 

divided into intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds 

affect the stacking of molecules in the lattice space, while intramolecular hydrogen bonds play a 

role in molecular folding and intramolecular ring formation; (5) according to the spectral properties, 

they are divided into red-shifted and blue-shifted hydrogen bonds; (6) according to the types of 

proton donors and acceptors, they are divided into conventional and unconventional hydrogen 

bonds (blue-shifted hydrogen bonds, hydrogen bonds with π-electrons as proton acceptors, 

charged hydrogen bonds, double hydrogen bonds, and transition metal acceptor hydrogen bonds, 

etc.); (7) Gilli et al. classified hydrogen bonds into five categories based on their strength: i) strong 

hydrogen bonds with negative charges, ii) strong hydrogen bonds with positive charges, iii) strong 

hydrogen bonds with resonance, iv) moderately strong polarized hydrogen bonds (polarized, 

induced polarization or σ-coordinated hydrogen bonds), and v) isolated weak hydrogen bonds 

(isolated or uncharged hydrogen bonds and non-resonant or non-coordinated hydrogen bonds),24–

26 (8) Grabowski studied the X-HY system with π and σ electrons as multicenter proton acceptors 

and classified hydrogen bonds into: i) hydrogen bonds with a single central proton acceptor 
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(Pauling-type hydrogen bonds, hydrogen bonds where the proton acceptor Y or/and the donor X 

are non-electronegative atoms, and double hydrogen bonds), 2) hydrogen bonds with a multi-

center proton acceptor Y or/and a donor X.27 

    All in all, the energy distribution of hydrogen bonds is wide, and it has flexible and changeable 

structural types, with saturation and directionality. Hydrogen bonds are widely used design tools 

in the fields of supramolecular chemistry, molecular recognition and crystal engineering, having 

an important contribution to the macroscopic properties of crystals. In this thesis, the significant 

meaning of hydrogen-bond interaction between polyoxometalates and supramolecular cations in 

assembly structure is elaborated. 

 

1-1-2. ππ interaction  

    The π-interactions have a long range of action and multiple contact points, and they are relatively 

non-directional compared to other intermolecular interactions.28 Currently, π-interaction is 

considered as any close contact between any π- or delocalized-electron system and a donor atom 

or another π-system (Figure 1-1). The donor can be in the form of a strong donor atom (e.g., O, 

N), a weaker donor such as C-H, an anion, or another π-system.29 These π-systems can be aromatic 

rings or alkene or alkyne moieties. In general, aromatic systems tend to be planar molecules (also 

alkene and alkyne moieties) with a large surface-to-volume ratio. Due to their shape, 

supramolecular space tends to surround the edges of these molecules. Therefore, considering the 

concept of close stacking, the most reasonable stacking arrangement for these molecules is for the 

molecules to be stacked on top of each other.30 Aromatic ππ interactions are known to associate 

with their nearest neighbors in one of four ways (Figure 1-2): face-to-face (also known sandwich) 

stacking, offset face-to-face (or parallel displaced) stacking, edge-to-face (or Y-shaped), and point-

to-face (or T-shaped). Rare face-to-face stacking facilitates the assembly of graphitic layers.31 The 

edge-to-face interaction contributes to the famous herringbone pattern.32 Offset packing as well as 

edge-to-face interactions are observed in the sandwich-herringbone patterns, where molecules are 

packed in pairs.33 The currently accepted plane separation for face-to-face and offset face-to-face 

interactions is 3.3-3.8 Å, while for edge-to-face interactions, the center-to-center distance can be 

up to 5 Å.  
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    Most researchers tend to underestimate the influence of π-interactions in the construction of 

stacking patterns. Of course, it can be argued that ππ-interactions have little effect on the stacking 

of molecules in crystals but are simply the result of the forced alignment by stronger interactions. 

However, one should keep in mind that the crystal structure is often a compromise of many stable 

and unstable interactions that cannot be separated. In some examples, the extension of an aromatic 

molecule seems to affect the arrangement of the whole molecule because of increased ππ 

interactions.34 

 

 

Figure 1-1. Examples of π- π, CH-π and π-cation interaction. Copy right from Wikimedia. 

 

 
Figure 1-2. Aromatic ππ interactions modes: parallel face-to-face “sandwich” (S), parallel displaced 

(PD), perpendicular T shaped (T), and perpendicular Y shaped (Y). 35 
 

 

1-1-3. Symmetry 

    In addition, as one of the most important concepts in the crystal structure, symmetry plays a 

crucial role in constructing structure–property relationships.36 It is simply defined as the physical 

or mathematical feature of a system that remains constant under a specific group of transformations. 

These transformations or symmetry operations, such as translation, inversion, reflection, and 

rotation, constitute various symmetry groups. In crystallography, there are 32 point groups and 230 

space groups describing the macroscopic and microscopic symmetries of crystal structures, 

respectively. Among the 32 point groups, 11 centrosymmetric classes have spatial-inversion 
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symmetry, whereas the remaining 21 noncentrosymmetric ones do not. A lack of spatial-inversion 

symmetry is important for numerous physical systems, particularly for ferroelectrics.37–40  

    Finally, these design of structures in turn can be translated to physical or chemical properties in 

a solid. For example, molecular rotator, porous materials for use in chemical separations and as 

highly selective reaction microenvironments, polar materials for non-linear optical applications 

including second harmonic generation, materials with tailored magnetic or photophysical 

(e.g. luminescent) properties that may be useful in electronics applications or as molecular sensors, 

ferroelectric materials, etc.15–18,41–45 

 

 

Figure 1-3. The application of crystal engineering.17,18,40–43 

 
1-2. Polyoxometalates 

    Polyoxometalates (POMs) are inorganic metal oxide cluster compounds with general formula 

of {MOx}n, mainly consisting of early-transition metal atoms (vanadium, molybdenum, tungsten, 

niobium, etc.) that are connected by shared oxygen atoms to form 3-dimensional frameworks. 

They can be divided into two generic families: (1) the isopolyoxometalates (IPOMs), with the 

general formula of [MmOo]−p made of the d0 metal cations and oxide anions or addenda metals and 

oxygen. Addenda atoms can alter their coordination number with oxygen from 4 to 6 by 

polymerization in acidic solution and have a high positive charge; (2) the heteropolyoxometalates 

(HPOMs), which contain at least one p- or d-block element as heteroatom (P, As, Si, etc.) And 
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their general formula is [XxMmOo]−q. M is the metal cation and X could be Si(V), P(IV), B(III), 

etc. Hetero-polyanions are built by condensation of MOx (x = 4–7) polyhedral around central 

heteroatoms by acidification of solution.46 

    The first example of heteropolyoxometalates is ammonium phosphomolybdate (yellow), 

(NH4)3PMo12O40∙nH2O, discovered in 1826 by J. Berzelius, which was synthesized from 

molybdate and phosphate.47 And then, Marignac first synthesized heteropolytungstate and 

determined its composition in 1864.48 Furthermore, C. Scheibler synthesized phosphotungstic acid 

in 1872, the composition of which is confirmed by W. Gibbs and M. Sprenger at 1909-1910. In 

1929, Pauling reported his three-dimensional model on the structures of 12-POMs. His models 

were written as H4{SiO4W12O18(OH)36} and H3{PO4W12O18(OH)36}.49 Pauling proposed that the 

structure of 12-tungsto anions were based on a central PO4 or SiO4 tetrahedron surrounded by WO6 

octahedra, which is exactly same as the model proposed by Keggin in 1933, which is confirmed 

by the X-ray crystallography in 1974.50 Today, POMs constitute an immense class of polynuclear 

metal-oxygen clusters usually formed by Mo, W or V and mixtures of these elements.51,52 The 

classical structures include Keggin, Dawson, Anderson, Allman-Waugh, Dexter-Silverton, 

Lindqvist, as shown in the Figure 1-4. The most common is the Keggin structure. 

 

 

Figure 1-4. The structure of classical POMs.53 
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    In the late 1960s, the fascinating structural chemistry and multiple potential applications of 

polyoxometallates attracted an increasing number of people to study them from different 

perspectives. Especially after the 1980s, basic research on polyoxometallates chemistry has shown 

unprecedented activity and applied research has been highly emphasized. With the development 

of analytical techniques and instruments, novel structures (multidimensional, porous, cavernous, 

sandwich, nanoclusters, etc.) have emerged. The synthetic chemistry of polyoxometallates has 

entered the stage of molecular tailoring and assembly; from the synthesis and study of stable 

oxidation state compounds to the study of sub-stable and variable valence compounds and 

supramolecular compounds; from the public study of isolated structures to the study of 

modification and expansion of structures with them as basic units. In terms of applications, in 

addition to traditional catalytic research, we have now entered the fields of pharmaceutical science, 

materials science, analytical chemistry, and biochemistry, and many of our research results have 

received much attention (Figure 1-3).3,54–62 However, as mentioned above, all these applications 

depend on the structural characteristics of POMs-based crystalline architecture. 

 

 

Figure 1-5. The application of POMs.3,56,60–62 
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1-2-1. Structural isomers of Keggin-type POMs 

    The original Keggin structure refers to {M12O36} topology which upon encapsulation of a single 

tetrahedral guest unit collapses to the Td symmetry point group, giving the Keggin-type 

heteropolyoxometalates {XM12O40} (X = P, Si, Ge, As…, M = Mo, W).63 The structure can 

virtually further isomerize by stepwise 60o rotation of each of the four triads, leading to α-, β-, γ-, 

δ-, ε-Keggin isomers with symmetry of Td, C3v, C2v, C3v and Td.64  Removing {MO6} octahedrons 

results in the so-called lacunary POMs that is unsaturated, such as {XW11}(monolacunary series), 

{XW10}(dilacunary series), {XW9}(trilacunary series), and so on. Among various POMs, lacunary 

POMs have received significant attention due to the fact that the properties in this material can be 

easily tuned by changing their composition and structures. The study of lacunary POMs is a very 

important research area in polyoxometallates chemistry. While saturated POMs tend to form 

isolated clusters, lacunary POMs are easy to modify and expand into high-dimensional structures 

and are an important tool for the derivatization of POMs. In addition, lacunary POMs are easy of 

forming covalent or iono-covalent bonding interaction, hydrogen-bond interaction and 

electrostatic interaction with inorganic or organic groups.65–72 Among them, the use of protonated 

organic ammonium cations results in an inverse cation templating effect, which has been used to 

assemble new POM clusters, hybrids, and framework materials.73–76 In this thesis, some simple 

ammonium cations with distinct symmetry are introduced to induce POM assembly.  

 

 

Figure 1-6. Polyhedral representation of the saturated α-Keggin POMs and the related “unsaturated” 

POMs (lacunary POMs).77 
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1-2-2. Sandwich structures of Lacunary Keggin POMs 

    In contrast to the corresponding saturated POMs, the removal of one or more metal octahedra 

{MO6} from the saturated POMs structure leads to negative charge-defining domains within the 

lacunary POMs, resulting in a high nucleophilicity of the lacunary POMs (which can be viewed 

as a multi-dentate ligand), which can easily coordinate with metal, organometallic and organo-

quasimetallic groups to form organometallic complexes and heteropolyoxometalates that may 

have mono-, bi- or even multi-functional properties. Transition metal ions, lanthanoid ions and 

main group elements coordinated to the lacunary POMs can form substituted saturated structures, 

sandwich structures, cluster structures and a series of compounds.78,79 

 

1-2-2-1. Sandwich structures of monolacunary Keggin POMs({XW11}) 

    There are two basic types of monolacunary Keggin POMs structures, one is a 1:11 series 

structure [XM11O39]n- formed by the saturated Keggin structure losing one MO6 octahedron. And 

the other is a 2:17 series of structure [X2M17O39]n-, which is formed by the loss of a MO6 octahedra 

from a 2:18 Dawson structure.  

    For the 1:11 series structure [XM11O39]n-, when one of the MO groups is lost, a vacant M 

position appears and acts as a pentadentate ligand, which can be coordinated with transition metal 

ions, lanthanide ions and main group elements to form various heteropolyoxometalates. When the 

metal ion Z is a Ln atom with a larger diameter, it forms a Z(XM11)2 compound, which is a 

sandwich type structure of monolacunary heteropolyoxometalates. At this point, Z : XM11 = 1 : 2, 

and the polyanion plays the role of a tetradentate ligand. Lanthanoid derivatives were the most 

studied in the early period. Peacock and Weakley first investigated the interaction between [α-

SiM11O39]8- and lanthanoid ions in 1971, and also reported 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 lanthanoid derivatives of 

[α-SiM11O39]8-.80,81 And in 2000, Pope and co-workers first reported and characterized the 

structures of 1:1 [Ln(α-SiM11O39)(H2O)3]5- (Ln = LaIII, CeIII) polymers in one-dimensional chains. 

Subsequently, in 2003, Mialane and his co-workers synthesized [Lnn(α-SiM11O39)]8-, a lanthanoid 

derivative of [α-SiM11O39]8- (Ln = YbIII, NdIII, EuIII and GdIII), using a different synthetic method 

than Pope, and studied and classified its solid structure type (Figure 1-7).82 In 2004, Mialane also 

reported the dimeric [(SiW11O39Ln)2(μ-CH3COO)2]12- (Ln = Gd, Yb).83 
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Figure 1-7. Polyhedral representation of complex [{Yb(α-SiW11O39)(H2O)}2(μ-CH3COO)2]12−.82 

 

1-2-2-2. Sandwich structures of dilacunary Keggin POMs({XW10}) 

    The dilacunary structure is usually the [XM10O36]n- series structure obtained by losing two MO6 

octahedra in the saturated Keggin structure. It is metastable, which is not only easy to isomerize 

in structure, but also difficult to synthesize with low yield. In 1996, Pope's group reported a 

sandwich structure [(PhSnOH2)2(γ-SiW10O36)2]10- based on a dilacunary heteropolyoxometalates 

γ-SiW10.84 The same sandwich structure of γ-SiW10 was reported by Kortz's group and liu's group 

in 2006.85 

 

1-2-2-3. Sandwich structures of trilacunary Keggin POMs({XW9}) 

    Another rotational isomer is the {XW9O34} Keggin structure with C3v symmetry obtained by by 

removal of W3O6 trimers from a saturated Keggin XW12O40 unit. Depending on the encapsulated 

heterogroup, whether it is a tetrahedral {XO4} or trigonal pyramidal {XO3} group, two general 

formula {XW9O34} and {XW9O33} are possible.86,87 There are four kinds of isomers (α-A, α-B and 

β-A, β-B) in this series of compounds. In α-Keggin, there are two inequivalent triad positions 

which can be virtually removed leading to the formation of A-α and B-α trilacunary Keggin POMs 

with symmetry of C3v. The A-α isomer is the most commonly observed with the {XO4} 

heterogroups where X = PV, SiIV and GeIV, while the B-α isomer is common for the {XO3} groups 

with a lone pair of electrons such as X = AsIII, SbIII and BiIII which contain a lobe of electrons 

pointing towards the outer of the lacuna. Since the internal oxygen atoms are exposed, these 
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exposed oxygen atoms become active coordination sites, so this type of compound has strong 

coordination activity. 

    The trilacunary keggin POMs structure is most likely to form a sandwich compound by adding 

metal ions between the two trilacunary keggin POMs units. Knoth reported the first lanthanide 

compound based on trilacunary Keggin heteropolyoxometalates in 1986.88 This compound has a 

sandwich structure consisting of two [PW9O34]9- (PW9) units connected by a belt of three 

lanthanide atoms. The belt contains three oxygen atoms, alternating with three lanthanide atoms 

(Figure 1-8). Since then, a large number of such Knoth-type structures have been reported one 

after another.89–92 Hill synthesized the first examples of sandwich-type POMs that encapsulate 

CO3
2- in the center of [(A-PW9O34)2(H2OY)3CO3]11-.93  Divalent metal derivatives of the A-type 

sandwich complexes are unstable, converting to complexes containing B-[XW9O34]n-.94,95 

However, the A-type sandwich complexes with trivalent lanthanides are stable toward A to B 

isomerization and also allow stabilization of the encapsulated carbonate.96 

 

 
Figure 1-8. Proposed structure of lanthanide complexes of trilacunary Na8[HPW9O34] polyoxometalate.88 

 

1-3. Single molecular magnets 

    The design of single-molecule magnets (SMMs) based on the phenomenon of blocking of 

magnetization at low temperatures has become a hot area of research due to the potential 
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applications of such compounds in new storage and information-processing technologies. Single 

molecule magnets refers to the compound retains magnetisation in a single molecule, which can 

function as nanomagnets.97 As shown in Figure 1-9, the single-molecule magnet is in a bistable 

state without being magnetized, in which molecular magnetization possessing same population 

orients in the opposite direction. The positive and negative Ms quantum levels are separated by a 

thermodynamic activation barrier (U) corresponding to |D|S2, where D (<0) is a zero-field splitting 

parameter and S is a spin quantum number.98 The vector sum of the magnetization is zero. After 

an external magnetic field is applied, the above-mentioned bistable balance is broken, and the 

vector sum of its magnetization is no longer zero. Then the external magnetic field is removed, 

and an energy barrier will be generated when the molecular magnetization vector is reoriented. 

When the temperature falls even below the flip energy barrier, the flip rate slows down, resulting 

in a slow magnetic relaxation behavior of the magnetization, which is typical of single-molecule 

magnet behavior.99 The lowest temperature at which the hysteresis loop can be observed is 

generally considered to be the blocking temperature (TB) of single-molecule magnets.100 In nearly 

three decades of research on single-molecule magnets, scientists have been working to increase 

their blocking temperature and flip energy barrier to facilitate their practical applications. The 

blocking temperature is determined by the flip energy barrier, which is closely related to the type, 

coordination configuration, uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of the central metal ion, and its axial and 

equatorial crystal field environment. As mentioned before, recognizing geometry and functionality 

at the molecular level has relevant implications in the design of molecular structures. 

 

 

Figure 1-9. The magnetic bistability of SMMs. 
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    In 1993, the discovery of single-molecule magnetism (SMM) in the Mn12 complex opened the 

perspectives for SMM in information storage, molecular spintronics and quantum computing.101 

Then in 2003, the first lanthanide single-molecule magnet [TbPc2]- entered the field with a high 

relaxation energy (Ueff) of 331 K that far exceeds the Ueff of 3d-SMMs, which has inspired more 

and more interest of scientists in Ln-SMMs (Figure 1-10).102 In 2008, through theoretical studies 

on two Mn6 compounds with similar compositions and structures, Ruiz E et al. revealed that the 

magnitude of the anisotropy barrier is mainly determined by the strength of the spin–orbit coupling 

and cannot be engineered by independently optimizing D and S, since the intrinsic relationship 

between these two parameters prevents this possibility.103 Subsequently, lanthanoid with larger 

ground state spins and stronger magnetic anisotropy than transition metals attract more interest of 

scientists studying single-molecule magnets. What’s more, more and more investigations indicate 

that the performance of Ln-SMMs is better than 3d-SMMs.104,105 

 

 

Figure 1-10. The dynamic magnetic properties and molecular structure of double-decker phthalocyanine 

complexes [TbPc2]- TBA+.102 

 

    In 2006, the first example of multinuclear Ln-SMM [Dy3(μ3-OH)2L3Cl(H2O)5]Cl3 (Dy3, L = 

ortho-vanillin) with approximate C3h symmetry, was reported by Powell.106 The compounds show 

the unusual coexistence of slow relaxation of the magnetization and an almost diamagnetic ground 

state (Figure 1-11). Then, it was proved that the origin of the nonmagnetic ground state in 

dysprosium(III) triangles is the toroidal arrangement of magnetic moments on the dysprosium sites. 

This is the first time that an almost perfect toroidal magnetic moment has been detected in a 

molecular magnet. The compound may become a molecularly based multiferroic material.107 This 

breakthrough has inspired research into the special magnetic behavior of Ln3 triangles and 

enthusiasm for research on multi-core lanthanoid single-molecule magnets.108–111 
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Figure 1-11. (Top) Two examples of a toroidal moment and the structure of Dy3 with main anisotropy 

axes (dashed lines) and local magnetizations (arrows) in the ground state. (Bottom) The two components 

of the ground Kramers doublet andthe static magnetic properties of Dy3.106,112 

 

    In 2008, the first example of a POM ([ErW10O36]9−) exhibiting SMM behavior with Ueff of 55.2 

K was reported by M. A. AlDamen. Lanthanides are encapsulated by polyoxometalates (POMs) 

with coordination geometries similar to those of bis(phthalocyaninato)lanthanide compounds 

(Figure 1-12). Compared with to organic ligands for Ln-SMMs, lacunary POMs are excellent 

multidentate O-donor ligands for trivalent Ln ions, and POM ligands can minimize unwanted 

intermolecular interactions by the three-dimensionally bulky structures and provide coordination 

geometries and crystal-fields (CFs) that are unavailable with organic ligands.113  
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Figure 1-12. The molecular structure (left) and dynamic magnetic properties (right) of the sodium salt of 

the [ErW10O36]9− polyanion.113 

 

    In 2016, a series of Ln-based sandwich-type POMs, Na11[{Ln(OH)2}3CO3(PW9O34)2] (Ln = Y, 

Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er), with CO3
2- bridged Ln3-triangle sandwiched by two lacunary POMs, were 

revealed by Giansiracusa et al and the SMMs behavior of Ln ions, Dy (III) and Er (III), was 

indicated by AC magnetic susceptibility measurements (Figure 1-13).114 It isn’t realized that the 

ground state was described by a noncollinear collective magnetic configuration, such as a 

nonmagnetic KD corresponding to a toroidal moment, as found in [Dy3(μ3-OH)2L3Cl(H2O)5]Cl3 

(Dy3, L = ortho-vanillin) mention before.106 

 

 
Figure 1-13. The structure, Variable-temperature INS spectra and magnetic properties of 

[{Ln(OH2)}3CO3(PW9O34)2].114 
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1-4. Research purpose 

1) POMs possess high reactive oxygen surface, which enable them of forming covalent or iono-

covalent bonding interaction, hydrogen-bond interaction, and electrostatic interaction with 

inorganic or organic groups. Meanwhile, most of POMs have highly symmetric structure, 

combined with the directional and flexible hydrogen-bond interaction, which promote them to 

construct versatile organic-inorganic hybrid materials.  

2) On the other hand, electrostatics is the dominant POM–cation interaction, particularly when 

both species are in close contact. Therefore, the synthetic combination of lacunary POMs with 

highly basic oxygen atoms and large oxyphilic lanthanoid cations is a powerful strategy to 

form polynuclear compounds. The μ3-carbonate-bridged triangles of trivalent lanthanoid ions 

sandwiched between two lacunary Keggin POMs with C3 symmetry give a nice platform for 

investigating peculiar magnetic behaviors such as single molecule magnetic behaviors, toroidal 

magnetic moments, and spin frustration arising from lanthanoid triangles. In addition, the 

advantage of the sandwich POMs is that the unwanted intermolecular magnetic interaction 

between POMs is so weak due to large size of the molecules which are separated by large 

numbers of counter cations.  

    Therefore, in this thesis, α-lacunary Keggin POMs [PW9O34] and [PW9O31] with many reactive 

oxygen sites and distinct symmetry are exploited. Meanwhile, as counter cations, a) simple 

ammonium cations, methylammonium, dimethylammonium, trimethylammonium, 

tetramethylammonium, diprotonated 1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane cations, b) supramolecular 

cations constructed of crown-ether and Na+ ions, [(Na)(B[18]crown-6)], were introduced to 

regulate the architecture of POMs by hydrogen bond and π interaction to study magnetic properties. 

This thesis involves two aspects of investigation:  

1) In chapter 3, the equilateral triangle motifs composed of three Ln3+ ions bridged by one 

carbonate ligand were successfully constructed within the sandwich POM anions by introducing 

highly symmetric organic cations. Furthermore, the influence of symmetry compatibility and 

hydrogen bonding interaction between cations and POM anion, were studied. The α-lacunary 

Keggin POMs [PW9O34] with C3v symmetry, which is in favor of the fabrication of equilateral 

triangle system consist of three lanthanoid ions, was used. Ten sandwich-type POMs with Ln3-

triangle units as belt, (CH3)NH3
+

10Na[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3] (1) (Ln = Tb, Dy, Er and Y, for 1-
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Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er and 1-Y, respectively, MA = methylammonium), 

(CH3)2NH2
+

11[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (2) (DMA = dimethylammonium), 

(CH3)3NH+
8Na3[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (3), (TriMA = trimethylammonium), 

(CH3)4N+
6Na5[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (4), (TMA = tetramethylammonium), and 

([H2DABCO]2+ )6[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3][BF4] (5) (Ln = Tb, Dy and Er for 5-Tb, 5-Dy and 5-

Er, respectively), were obtained by introducing organic cations MA+ (C∞ν), DMA+ (C2ν), TriMA+ 

(C3ν) and TMA+ (Td), [H2DABCO]2+ (D3h). Three kinds of highly centrosymmetric space groups 

of P63/m, R3m and P63/mcm in crystal 1, 4 and 5 were achieved, respectively. In crystals 1, 

sandwich POM (C3h) anions as vertices are connected by one(N1) of three crystallographically 

independent MA+(N1, N2 and N3) cations, giving a highly symmetric 3D framework with cages 

and channels. In the cage and channel, two kinds of supramolecular units with C3h symmetry as 

guest molecules accommodate, which were constructed by MA+(N1 and N3) cations and water 

molecules through hydrogen bonding interaction to be compatible with sandwich POM (C3h) 

anions in symmetry as well as size. In 4, sandwich POM anions maintain C3v symmetry under the 

templating effect of highly symmetric TMA+ (Td) cations. In 5, the assembly architecture of 

sandwich POM (C2v) anions is leaded by highly symmetric BF4
- (Td) anions through hydrogen 

bonding interaction not the [H2DABCO]2+ (D3h) cations. On the other hand, two polar space groups 

of Pna21 and Cmc21, were obtained in crystals 2 and 3, respectively, due to the lower symmetry 

of DMA+ and TriMA+ cations and the number of hydrogen-bond sites of only two and one. Two 

or one hydrogen bond sites aren’t easy of forming highly symmetric crystal structures by hydrogen 

bond net of C3 symmetry, which is necessary for the formation of equilateral triangle of Ln3+ ions. 

Finally, the equilateral triangle motifs consist of three Ln3+ ions bridged by one carbonate ligand 

were successfully achieved in crystals 1 and 4. What’s more, the magnetic susceptibilities of 

crystals 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er, 2, 3 and 4 exhibit temperature-dependence at low temperature under 

the applied dc filed, typical of slow relaxation of the magnetization and field-induced single 

molecular magnetic behavior. It’s worth noting that the magnetic relaxation in equilateral Ln3-

triangle is more prominent, which will be deeply studied in future. 

2) In chapter 4, the supramolecular approach is adopted to isolate SMM structures in 

crystals. Using (Na)(B18C6) as a counter cation, we succeeded in isolating three fluoride-

bridged dinuclear Ln complexes with lacunary Keggin ligands (Ln2POM) in the crystals 

[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)0.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)
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1.75]2[((PW11O39)Ln(H2O)2)2F)][(Na)(B18C6)]2(F)•12H2O (Ln = Tb, Dy and Er for 6-Tb, 

6-Dy and 6-Er, respectively). (Na)(B18C6) was one-dimensionally arranged in the crystal, 

forming a bamboo-like channel structure. Ln2POM units were embedded between "bamboo 

nodes" and completely isolated from neighbouring complexes. Thus, it was possible to 

evaluate the magnetic properties of Ln2POM as a single molecule. Weak ferromagnetic 

interactions between Dy cations bridged by fluoride were observed. Dy2POM (6-Dy) and 

Er2POM (6-Er) display magnetic relaxation characteristics of an SMM at low temperatures 

Magnetic relaxation proceeded via the Orbach process, and the absolute values of the 

effective energy barrier and relaxation time indicated that the SMM properties were 

essentially attributable to single ions. There are two possible reasons for the observed SMM 

behaviour: the effect of the diamagnetic lacunary POM ligands and the effect of spatial 

isolation by supramolecular cations. The supramolecular approach is effective in achieving 

isolated SMM structures in crystals for complexes where spatial isolation is essential for 

SMM behaviour. 115 In future, we plan to test its usefulness with other SMM candidate 

molecules. 
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Chapter II  
Experiment
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2-1. Crystal structure determination 

     Single-crystal X-ray diffraction measurements of the all compounds were carried out on a 

RIGAKU XtaLAB P200 diffractometer equipped with Cu-Kα (λ = 1.54184 Å) and RIGAKU 

XtaLAB synergy diffractometer equipped with Mo-Kα (λ = 0.71073 Å). The structures were 

solved by direct methods using SHELXL and refined by full matrix least-squares techniques on 

F2 with SHELX.116–118 Anisotropic thermal parameters were assigned to all non-hydrogen atoms. 

 

2-2. Elemental Analyses 

    Elemental analyses for C, H and N were performed on a MICRO CORDER JM10 at Global 

Facility Center, Hokkaido University. 

 

2-3. Infrared Spectroscopy (IR) 

    Infrared spectra of crystals 1, 2, 3, 4 and Na8H[PW9O34] were recorded by FT-IR spectrum 

instrument made by Perkin Elmer by transmission through KBr disks containing ca. 1 % of the 

compounds. Each sample were mixed with KBr and pressed into disk. Infrared spectra of crystals 

5 and 6 were measured by Nicolet iS10 FTIR spectrum instrument equipped with a ATR-unit  

(Attenuated Total Reflection).  

 

2-4. Thermogravimetric Differential Thermal Analyses (TG-DTA) 

    Thermogravimetric differential thermal analyses (TG-DTA) were performed on Rigaku Thermo 

Plus TG-DTA 8120 thermal analysis station employing an Al2O3 reference sample, at the 

temperature range from 295 to @ K at a heating rate of 5 K·min–1 and a cooling rate of 5 K·min-1 

under a flow of N2 gas (flow rate 50 mL·min-1). 

 

2-5. Measurements of Powder X-ray Diffraction Patterns (PXRD) 

    Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were measured with a Rigaku RINT2100 in the 2θ 

region of 5 - 50°. The measurements were performed with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) at 
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scanning rate of 1.2°•min-1 under an applied electric voltage and current of 40 KV and 40 mA, 

respectively.  

 

2-6. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

    X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data were collected on a JPS-9200 X-ray 

photoelectron spectrometer, using monochromatic Al Kα radiations (hν = 1486.6 eV).  

 

2-7. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) 

    SEM images and EDS compositional line profiles were obtained by using SU8230.  

 

2-8. Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) 

    Measurements of direct current magnetic susceptibility were performed on Quantum Design 

MPMS3 of Faculty of Science, Hokkaido University. And alternating current magnetic 

susceptibility were conducted on MPMS-5S SQUID magnetometer at science faculty of Hiroshima 

University. Measurement was made on the sample holder (plastic wrap) under identical conditions. 

 
2-9. Starting materials 

    All chemicals were of reagent grade and were used as received. Sodium Tungstate (VI) 

Dihydrate was purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries. RECl3·6H2O (RE = Tb, Dy, Er 

and Y) were purchased from Merck company. Methylamine Hydrochloride, dimethylammonium 

hydrochloride, trimethylammonium hydrochloride, tetramethylammonium chloride, m-

fluoroanilinium and 1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane were purchased from TCI Fine Chemicals. 

Dibenzo-24-crown-8-ether and Tetrafluoroboric Acid is purchased from Fujifilm company. The 

precursor lacunary Keggin POM Na8H[PW9O34] was obtained according to the literature.119 

(H2DABCO2+)(BF4
-)2 and (m-fluoroanilinium+)(BF4

-) were synthesized according to literature.120 
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2-10. Synthesis of lacunary POM (Na8H[PW9O34])  

 

Scheme 2-1. The reaction formula of preparing Na8H[PW9O34]. 

 

    120 g (0.36 mol) of sodium tungstate dihydrate Na2WO4∙2H2O was added into a 300 ml beaker 

with 150 g of water, stirring with a magnetic stirring bar until the solid was completely dissolved. 

Phosphoric acid (85%) was added dropwise with stirring (4.0 ml, 0.06 mol). Glacial acetic acid 

(22.5 ml, 0.40 mol) was added dropwise with vigorous stirring. Large quantities of white 

precipitate form during the addition. The solution was stirred for 1 h, and the precipitate was 

collected by suction filtration and heated by vacuum drying at 100 °C. Yield: 62.8 g, 65.1 %. 

Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3444(s), 1638(s), 1584(w), 1140(w), 1413(m), 1056 (s), 1014 (m), 

933 (s), 885 (m), 833 (s), 740～780 (s, broad). A pair of characteristic bands at 1014 and 1056 cm-

1 corresponding to the ν3 vibrational mode of PO4 of A-type trivacant Keggin unit implies that the 

loss of local symmetry. As for the bands at 700-1000 cm-1, that is caused by the asymmetric stretch 

of the W–Oc–W (700–780 cm-1) and W–Ob–W (880–910 cm-1) bridges and of the W–Od terminal 

bonds at around 940 cm-1 (Od is a terminal oxygen, Ob is a bridging oxygen between corner-sharing 

octahedra, and Oc is a bridging oxygen between edge-sharing octahedra). The reaction formula is 

shown in scheme 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1. The IR spectra of Na8H[PW9O34]. 
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2-11. Synthesis of (H2DABCO2+)(BF4
-)2 and (m-fluoroanilinium+)(BF4

-) 

 

Scheme 2-2. The reaction formula of preparing (H2DABCO2+)(BF4
-)2. 

 

(H2DABCO2+)(BF4
-)2 and (m-fluoroanilinium+)(BF4

-) were synthesized by similar procedures 

reported in literature.120 The synthesis of (H2DABCO2+)(BF4
-)2 will be elaborated as representation. 

To a solution of 30 mL containing 10 mmol (1.12 g) 1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, 10 mmol (1.6 

mL) of HBF4 is added, stirring for 2 hour. CHCl3 was added into mixture solution, which is left in 

refrigerator at -10 oC overnight. Then large quantities of white needle crystals formed and collected 

by suction filtration. The reaction formula is shown in scheme 2-2. 

    Figure 2-2a shows the infrared spectra of (H2DABCO2+)(BF4
-)2, the peaks appearing at 1193, 

1016, 972, 890, 770 and 763 cm-1 attributed to BF4
- stretching vibrations. The peaks in the ranges 

1220-1620 cm−1 and 2700-3200 cm−1 are associated with the peaks of [H2DABCO]2+ cation.121 

Figure 2-2b shows the infrared spectra of (m-fluoroanilinium+)(BF4
-). The peaks in the ranges 

1425-1620 cm−1 are assigned to stretching vibration of aromatic ring skeleton. And the peaks 

around 1292 and 1257 cm-1 are ascribed to stretching vibration of C-F bond.122  

 

  

Figure 2-2. The IR spectra of (H2DABCO2+)(BF4
-)2 (a) and (m-fluoroanilinium+)(BF4

-) (b). 

  

(a) (b) 
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Chapter III  

 
Equilateral and symmetry breaking 

lanthanoid triangles in sandwich-type 
polyoxometalates regulated by simple 
organic cations: magnetic properties  
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3-1. Introduction 

    The first lanthanoid SMM, [TbPc2]- having only one Tb3+ ion at the center of the complex 

showed a high relaxation energy (Ueff) of 331 K that far exceeds the Ueff of 3d-SMMs.102 A large 

number of lanthanoid complexes based on SMM have been studied so far.105,123–127 Among them, 

a greatly noticeable thing is that the Dy3-triangle complexes reported by Powell group show an 

unprecedented phenomena: features typical of single molecular magnetic behaviors are observed 

in spite of almost non-magnetic ground state which is due to the toroidal arrangement of magnetic 

moments on the dysprosium sites in dysprosium(III) triangles.106,107  

    The synthetic combination of lacunary POMs with highly basic oxygen atoms and large 

oxyphilic lanthanoid cations is a powerful strategy to form polynuclear compounds.128–133 The μ3-

carbonate-bridged triangles of trivalent rare-earth ions sandwiched between two lacunary Keggin 

POMs give a nice platform for investigating peculiar magnetic behaviors such as single molecule 

magnetic behaviors, toroidal magnetic moments, and spin frustration arising from lanthanoid 

triangles.134,135 In addition, the advantage of the sandwich POMs is that the unwanted 

intermolecular magnetic interaction between POMs is so weak due to large size of the molecules 

which are separated by large numbers of counter cations.136–140 In the present study, we devoted to 

constructing equilateral Ln3-triangle system by adjusting compatibility of symmetry and hydrogen 

bond interaction between organic cations and sandwich POM anions, which can be platform for 

investigating novel magnetic properties, such as toroidal magnetic moment, frustrated spin, and 

SMM behavior and so on.  

    The ideal lacunary Keggin α-A-POM anion(PW9O34
7-) possesses symmetry of C3v.141 Therefore, 

μ3-carbonate-bridged triangles of trivalent lanthanoid ions sandwiched between two lacunary 

Keggin α-A-POMs have potential to give equilateral triangle of trivalent rare-earth ions. Although, 

the crystals of K10Na[(A-α-AsW9O34)2(LnOH2)3(CO3)]·nH2O happened to have equilateral 

triangle structure, most of POMs showed distorted structures in the crystals.136,138–140,142,143 The 

crystals of sandwiched POMs with μ3-carbonate-bridged triangles so far reported possessed simple 

alkali metal cations as counter cation. Due to highly symmetric cation structure as well as three-

dimensionally isotropic nature of coulombic interaction with anionic species, the cations cannot 

regulate the structure of POMs, which readily distorted according to intermolecular interactions 

within the packing structure of the crystal. 
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    We already reported that highly flexible supramolecular cations can regulate the crystal 

symmetry and realize noncentrosymmetric crystal structure even for spherical Keggin crystals.144 

By using counter cations with moderate symmetry, we should regulate the crystal structure of 

POMs and realize their symmetric structure within the crystal. In this work, we adopted 

methylammonium (MA+, C∞ν), dimethylammonium (DMA+, C2ν), trimethylammonium(TriMA+, 

C3ν) and tetramethylammonium (TMA+, Td) having hydrogen bond sites of 3, 2, 1 and 0 as organic 

counter cations, respectively. A series of POMs with Ln3-triangle sandwiched were obtained: 

(CH3)NH3
+

10Na[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3] (1) (Ln = Tb, Dy, Er and Y, for 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er and 

1-Y, respectively, MA = methylammonium), (CH3)2NH2
+

11[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (2) (DMA 

= dimethylammonium), (CH3)3NH+
8Na3[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (3), (TriMA = 

trimethylammonium) and (CH3)4N+
6Na5[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (4), (TMA = 

tetramethylammonium). And by introducing diprotonated 1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane cation 

(D3h) and simple anion BF4
- (Td), ([H2DABCO]2+)6[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3][BF4] (5) (Ln = Tb, 

Dy and Er, for 5-Tb, 5-Dy and 5-Er, respectively) were obtained. Successfully, the equilateral 

Ln3-triangle motifs were successfully realized by alternating the symmetry compatibility and 

hydrogen bonding interaction between the introduced organic cations or anions and sandwich 

POM anions and the magnetic properties of them were studied, as will be discussed in detail. 

 

3-2. Synthesis of crystals (CH3)NH3
+

10Na[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3]nH2O (1) 

(Ln = Tb, Dy, Er and Y for 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er and 1-Y, respectively, MA = 

methylammonium), (CH3)2NH2
+

11[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3]23H2O (2) (DMA = 

dimethylammonium), (CH3)3NH+
8Na3[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3]15H2O (3), 

(TriMA = trimethylammonium), 

(CH3)4N+
6Na5[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3]20H2O (4), (TMA = 

tetramethylammonium), and 

([H2DABCO]2+)6[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3][BF4]5H2O (5) (Ln = Tb, Dy and Er 
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for 5-Tb, 5-Dy, 5-Er, respectively).  

(MeNH3
+)10Na[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3]10H2O (1-Tb). Solid TbCl3·6H2O was dissolved in 

10 mL H2O, during stirring, then a solution of Na2CO3 (1.00 M) was added slowly, giving rise to 

pH = 6.1. After the temperature of the solution is up to 80 oC, Na8H[PW9O34] (1.0 g, 0.42 mmol) 

was added and the mixed solution was kept stirring at 80 oC for 1 hour. Then the solution was 

cooled to room temperature and centrifugated to remove the insoluble material. Methylamine 

Hydrochloride (0.27 g, 4.00 mmol) was added into the clear solution and kept still for 1 day, 

resulting in colorless block crystals. Yield: 26% (based on Tb).  Anal. calcd for 

C11H86Tb3N10NaO84P2W18 (%): C 2.37, H 1.56, N 2.51; found (%): C 2.24, H 2.01, N 2.42. 

Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3406(w), 3124(s), 1613(m), 1470(s), 1264(w), 1070(s), 1013(w), 

942(w), 912(w), 780(m), 703(m), 514(w). 

(MeNH3
+)10Na[(PW9O34)2(H2ODy)3CO3]·10H2O (1-Dy). Synthesized as crystal 1-Tb except 

that TbCl3·6H2O was replaced by DyCl3·6H2O. Yield: 36% (based on Dy). Anal. calcd for 

C11H86Dy3N10NaO84P2W18 (%): C 2.37, H 1.55, N 2.51; found (%): C 2.29, H 1.94, N 2.47. 

Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3433(w), 3124(s), 1613(m), 1470(s), 1264(w), 1070(s), 1013(w), 

942(w), 912(w), 780(m), 703(m), 514(w). 

(MeNH3
+)10Na[(PW9O34)2(H2OEr)3CO3]·9H2O (1-Er). Synthesized as crystal 1-Tb except that 

TbCl3·6H2O was replaced by ErCl3·6H2O. Yield: 36% (based on Er). Anal. calcd for 

C11H84Er3N10NaO83P2W18 (%): C 2.37, H 1.52, N 2.51; found (%): C 2.25, H 1.88, N 2.40. Selected 

IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3417(m), 3130(s), 1613 (m), 1481(s), 1264 (w), 1070(s), 1013(w), 942(w), 

912(w), 780(m), 696(m), 514(w). 

(MeNH3
+)10Na[(PW9O34)2(H2OY)3CO3]·8.5H2O (1-Y). Synthesized as crystal 1-Tb except that 

TbCl3·6H2O was replaced by YCl3·6H2O. Yield: 35% (based on Y). Anal. calcd for 

C11H83Y3N10NaO82.5P2W18 (%): C 2.47, H 1.57, N 2.62; found (%): C 2.30, H 2.07, N 2.45. 

Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3439(m), 3130(s), 1613(m), 1488(s), 1264(w), 1070(s), 1016(w), 

944(w), 912(w), 787(m), 703(m), 514(w). 

(CH3)2NH2
+

11[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3]·23H2O (2). Synthesized as crystal 1-Tb except that 

methylammonium hydrochloride was replaced by dimethylammonium hydrochloride. Yield: 37% 

(based on Tb). Anal. calcd for C23H140Tb3N11O97P2W18 (%): C 4.63, H 2.36, N 2.58; found (%): C 
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3.87, H 1.28, N 1.97. Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3447(s), 3112(w), 2968(w), 2790(m), 2425(w), 

1625(s), 1465(s), 1242(w), 1062(s), 1009(s), 944(w), 913(w), 782(m), 700(m), 515(m). 

(CH3)3NH+
8Na3[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3]·15H2O (3). Synthesized as crystal 1-Tb except that 

methylammonium hydrochloride was replaced by trimethylammonium hydrochloride. Yield: 20% 

(based on Tb). Anal. calcd for C25H116Tb3N8Na3O89P2W18 (%): C 5.12, H 1.99, N 1.91; found (%): 

C 5.90, H 1.71, N 2.13. Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3436(s), 3084(w), 3015(w), 2956(m), 

2705(s), 2475(m), 1630(m), 1476(s), 1254(m), 1062(s), 1005(w), 982(s), 936(m), 910(w), 783(s), 

700(m), 512(w). 

(CH3)4NH+
6Na5[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3]·20H2O (4). Synthesized as crystal 1-Tb except that 

methylammonium hydrochloride was replaced by tetramethylammonium hydrochloride. Yield: 37% 

(based on Tb). Anal. calcd for C25H118Tb3N6Na5O94P2W18 (%): C 5.03, H 1.99, N 1.41; found (%): 

C 4.97, H 1.40, N 1.27. Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3463(s), 3030(w), 1625(m), 1483(s), 

1264(w), 1070(s), 1010(m), 944(w), 907(w), 783(s), 696(m), 501(w). 

([H2DABCO]2+)6[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3][BF4]·5H2O (5-Tb). Synthesized as crystal 1-Tb 

except that methylammonium hydrochloride was replaced by (H2DABCO2+)(BF4
-)2 (2 mmol, 

0.5756 g) and DABCO (2 mmol, 0.224 g). Yield: 8% (based on Tb). Selected IR data (KBr, cm-

1): 3416(s), 3017(s), 2815(w), 2787(w), 2631(w), 1620(s), 1498(s), 1471(m), 1397(w), 1364(w), 

1327(w), 1213(w), 1055(s), 1010(m), 936(s), 908(m), 889(w), 829(s), 781(s), 689(s), 579(w), 

517(w). 

([H2DABCO]2+)6[(PW9O34)2(H2ODy)3CO3][BF4]·5H2O (5-Dy). Synthesized as crystal 1-Tb 

except that TbCl3·6H2O was replaced by DyCl3·6H2O. Yield: 18% (based on Dy). Anal. calcd for 

C37N12H100BF4Dy3O79P2W18 (%): C 7.50, H 1.70, N 2.84; found (%): C 7.70, H 1.59, N 2.81. 

Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3414(s), 3011(s), 2813(w), 2784(w), 2634(w), 1620(s), 1495(s), 

1465(m), 1391(w), 1361(w), 1325(w), 1215(w), 1052(s), 1008(m), 934(s), 907(m), 882(w), 828(s), 

775(s), 688(s), 578(w), 513(w). 

([H2DABCO]2+)6[(PW9O34)2(H2OEr)3CO3][BF4]·5H2O (5-Er). Synthesized as crystal 1-Tb 

except that TbCl3·6H2O was replaced by ErCl3·6H2O. Yield: 8% (based on Er). Anal. calcd for 

C37N12H100BF4Er3O79P2W18 (%): C 7.49, H 1.70, N 2.83; found (%): C 7.45, H 1.53, N 2.73. 

Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3416(s), 3017(s), 2811(w), 2787(w), 2631(w), 1620(s), 1498(s), 

1471(m), 1397(w), 1363(w), 1327(w), 1212(w), 1055(s), 1010(m), 936(s), 908(m), 888(w), 829(s), 

781(s), 689(s), 579(w), 517(w). 
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3-3. Crystal structure of crystal 1. 

    X-ray diffraction data reveals that the crystals of 1, (CH3)NH3
+

10Na[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3]•

nH2O (Ln = Tb, Dy, Er, and Y for 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er and 1-Y), were isomorphous, crystalizing in 

the highly symmetric hexagonal space group P63/m. The crystal structure of crystal 1-Tb will be 

discussed in detail for representation. Crystal 1-Tb consists of 1/6 sandwich POM anion, 1/3 Na+ 

cation, 5/3 MA+ cations (N1, N2 and N3) and 17/6 water molecules within independent unit as 

shown in Figure 3-1. As shown in Figure 3-2, a triangle ({Tb3CO3}) unit composed of three Tb3+ 

ions bridged by a μ3-η2:η2:η2-carbonate ligand is sandwiched between two lacunary Keggin {A-α-

PW9O34} units. The carbonate-bridged terbium triangle is equilateral with TbTb distance of 

4.890 Å, which is on the mirror plane with C3 axis perpendicular to the triangle plane through the 

carbon atom in carbonate. Each oxygen atom of carbonate jointing two of three Tb3+ ions doesn’t 

lie on the edge of equilateral triangle and the Tb-O distances are different to each other (Tb1–

Ocarbonate = 2.432 Å, Tb1–O1
carbonate = 2.463 Å. Therefore, C3h symmetry is observed in sandwich 

POM anion of crystal 1-Tb. The encapsulated CO3
2- displays D3h symmetry, which is unusual in 

metallocarbonate complexes.136,138–140,145 

 

Figure 3-1 The asymmetric unit of crystal 1-Tb. 
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Figure 3-2. The structure of sandwich POM anion in crystal 1-Tb. The equilateral triangle structure 

constructed by {TbCO3}unit (Middle). The symmetry of CO3
2- in {TbCO3}unit (right). 

    The polymer framework of crystal 1 is constructed from sandwich POM anions as vertices and 

one (N2) of three crystallographycally independent MA+ cations (N1, N2 and N3) as linkers. And 

supramolecular units constructed of one of another two crystallographycally independent MA+ 

cations (N2 and N3) as guest molecules accommodate in the framework. As shown in Figure 3-3a, 

it can be found every sandwich POM anion is surrounded by twelve MA+ cations (N2), which are 

evenly distributed on both sides of the triangle({Tb3CO3}) plane by hydrogen bonding interaction 

(N2-HO12(POM) = 2.956 Å, <N2-HO12(POM) = 151.13o, N2-HO17(POM) = 2.995 Å, 

<N2-HO17(POM) = 172.89o, N2-HO19(POM) = 3.047 Å, <N2-HO19(POM) = 165.99o). 

Each sandwich POM anion is connected to six sandwich POM anions, through (MA)N2-

HO(POM) hydrogen bonding interaction, forming triangular bipyramid structure (large 

secondary building units, SBUs) with a approximately spherical-like nano-sized cage with a 

diameter of about 6.23 Å (taking into account the van der Waals radii of the atoms) (Figure 3-3b). 

The key SBU in crystal 1 is a bipyramidal unit with five sandwich POM anions at five vertices 

connected by twelve MA+ (N2) cations. The framework was then achieved by connecting the SBU 

with other units through corner sharing of the triangular bipyramid. A view down c direction 

reveals threefold symmetric one-dimensional (1D) cylindrical channels with the diameter of 5.4 Å 

along (taking into account the van der Waals radii of the atoms) as shown in Figure 3c.  

    The sandwich POM anion unit provides a structural motif with threefold symmetry, and the 

MA+(N2) cations linkers provide an infinite axis symmetry element. However, it is not the direct 

combination of these two that creates the highly symmetric hexagonal space group of the crystal, 

because C∞ axis of MA+(N2) cations aren’t coincident with the C3 axis of sandwich POM anion 
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unit. Instead, the origin of the nanometer-sized channels can be considered as arising from the 

formation of lager secondary building units (Figure 3-3b).  

    Two kinds of supramolecular units possessing C3h symmetry constructed from one of the other 

two crystallographically independent MA+ (N1 and N3) cations exist as guest molecules in the 

cages and channels of the framework structure of crystal 1, which will be elaborated next.    

 

 

Figure 3-3. Single crystal structure of crystal 1. (a) Sandwich POM anions as subunits are connected to 12 

MA+ (N2) cations as linkers by hydrogen bonding interaction. The sandwich POM anion is abstracted as a 

triangular bipyramidal (bottom). (b) The bipyramidal cage built from the stack arrangement of five 

sandwich POM anions connected by MA+ (N2) cations through hydrogen bonding interaction. (c) 3D 

framework structure with a 1D cylindrical channel along the crystallographic c-axis. Hydrogen bonding is 

shown in magenta dotted line. 

 

    As shown in Figure 3-4, for crystal 1, as guest molecules, supramolecular units 

({(MeNH3
+)2H2O}) of another crystallographically independent MA+ (N1) is formed in the cage. 

For crystal 1-Tb, 1-Dy and 1-Er, {(MeNH3
+)2H2O} is composed of six disordered MA+ cations 

(N1) and two disordered water molecules (O1), with the occupancy of 1/3 and 1/2 for N1 and O1, 
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respectively. Resembling a pair of cymbals, two disordered water molecules (O1) on the C3 axis 

are each connected to three disordered MA+ (N1) cations through hydrogen bonding interaction 

(Table 3-1), thus constituting supramolecular unit {(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)} with C3h symmetry. And 

for crystal 1-Y, {(MeNH3
+)2H2O} is composed of six disordered MA+ cations (N1) and three 

disordered water molecules (O1), with the occupancy of 1/3 for both N1 and O1, in which three 

disordered water molecules (O1) at mirror plane are sandwiched between six MA+ cations by 

hydrogen-bond interaction (Table 3-1). The {(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)} is connected to five surrounding 

sandwich POM anions by hydrogen-bond interaction as shown in Figure 3-5 and Table 3-2.  

 

 

Figure 3-4. Hydrogen bonding supramolecular units ({(MeNH3
+)2H2O}) constructed by MA+ (N1)cations 

and water molecules (O1) accommodated in the cage of 1. Hydrogen bonding is shown in magenta dotted 

line. 

 

Table 3-1. The data of hydrogen bond existing in supramolecular units({(MeNH3
+)2H2O}) 

accommodating in the cage of crystal 1.  

Compound Hydrogen bonding units Distance/ Å Angle/o 

1-Tb N1-HO1(H2O) 2.004  152.90 

1-Dy N1-HO1(H2O) 2.312 154.81 

1-Er N1-HO1(H2O) 2.128 102.29 

1-Y N1-HO1(H2O) 3.226 106.49 
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Figure 3-5. The hydrogen bonding interaction between {(MeNH3
+)2H2O} units existing in cages and 

surrounding sandwich POM anions in crystal 1. Hydrogen bonding is shown in magenta dotted line. 
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Table 3-2. The data of hydrogen bonding between supramolecular units({(MeNH3
+)2H2O}) 

accommodating in the cage and surrounding sandwich POM anions in crystal 1. 

Compound Hydrogen bonding units Distance/ Å Angle/o 

1-Tb 
N1-HO7(POM) 2.784 148.16 

O1(H2O)O17(POM) 3.163  

1-Dy 
N1-HO9(POM) 2.705 138.74 

O1(H2O)O10(POM) 2.585  

1-Er 
N1-HO14(POM) 2.824 101.50 

O1(H2O)O9(POM) 2.690  

1-Y 
N1-HO12(POM) 2.756 164.94 

N1-HO16(POM) 2.819 96.50 

 

    As shown in Figure 3-6, the channel was filled with supramolecular units {(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)3} 

of another crystallographycally independent MA+(N3) for crystals 1-Tb, 1-Dy and 1-Er. For 

crystal 1-Y, supramolecular unitss {(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)1.5} of MA+ (N3) were filled in the channel. 

In the channel of 1, {(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)x} units are stacking along the crystallographic c axis in a 

3-fold helical manner (Figure 3-6b). Resembling an ancient Chinese sandglass, one water molecule 

(O4, crystal 1-Tb and 1-Dy) or three disordered water molecules (O4, crystal 1-Er)  at center is 

connected to six disordered MA+ cations showing C3h symmetry, and each disordered MA+ cation 

is connected to another disordered water molecule (O3), through hydrogen bonding interaction 

(Table 3-3), giving supramolecular unit {(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)3}. The occupancy of both N3(MA+) 

and O3(H2O) is 1/3 in 1-Tb, 1-Dy and 1-Er, respectively. Different from 1-Tb, 1-Dy, the water 

molecule (O4) in crystal 1-Er is disordered at three positions with the occupancy of 1/3 for O4. 

For crystal 1-Y, three disordered water molecules (O4) at mirror plane are sandwiched between 

six disordered MA+ (N3) cations, and then every three disordered MA+ (N3) cations are connected 

to one disordered water molecules (O3) by hydrogen bonding interaction (Table 3-3), giving rise 

to {(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)1.5} with C3h symmetry. The occupancy of N3(MA+), O3(H2O) and O4(H2O) 

is 1/3, 1/4 and 1/3 in 1-Y, respectively. {(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)x} in the channel is connected to three 

surrounding sandwich POM anions by hydrogen bonding interaction as shown in Figure 3-7 and 

Table 3-4.  
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Figure 3-6. (a) Threefold symmetric one-dimensional (1D) cylindrical channels in crystal 1. (b) The 

structure of hydrogen bonding supramolecular units ({(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)x}) constructed by MA+ (N3) 

cations and water molecules (O3 and O4) accommodated in the channel of crystal 1. Hydrogen bonding is 

shown in magenta dotted line. 
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Table 3-3. The data of hydrogen bonding existing in supramolecular units ({(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)x}) 

accommodating in the channel of crystal 1.  

Compound Hydrogen bonding units Distance/ Å Angle/o 

1-Tb 
N3-HO3(H2O) 2.710 96.60 

N3-HO4(H2O) 3.021 109.75 

1-Dy 
N3-HO3(H2O) 2.698 116.39 

N3-HO4(H2O) 2.821 119.56 

1-Er 
N3-HO3(H2O) 3.017 170.04 

N3-HO4(H2O) 2.775 134.10 

1-Y 
N3-HO3(H2O) 2.685 128.03 

N3-HO4(H2O) 3.076 111.20 

 

 

Figure 3-7. The hydrogen bonding interaction between {(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)x} units existing in channel and 

surrounding sandwich POM anions in crystal 1. Hydrogen bonding is shown in magenta dotted line. 
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Table 3-4. The data of hydrogen bonding between {(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)x} units accommodating in the 

channel and surrounding sandwich POM anions in crystal 1-Ln. 

Compound Hydrogen bonding units Distance/ Å Angle/o 

1-Tb 
N3-HO15(POM) 2.907  153.76 

O3(H2O)O15(POM) 2.916  

1-Dy 
N3-HO15(POM) 3.014  146.21 

O3(H2O)O15(POM) 2.996  

1-Er 
N3-HO8(POM) 3.535  108.58 

O3(H2O)O8(POM) 2.888  

1-Y 
N3-HO15(POM) 3.044  111.96 

O3(H2O)O15(POM) 3.103  

 

    In addition, as shown in Figure 3-8, the shortest distance between Tb3+ ions of neighboring POM 

anions is 11.564 Å, which means no inter POM interaction exists in crystal 1-Tb.  

 

Figure 3-8. The distance between Tb3+ ions of sandwich POM anions of crystal 1-Tb. 

 

 

3-4. Crystal structure of crystal 2. 

     X-ray results shows that crystal 2 crystalizes in orthorhombic Pna21 polar space group. 

Crystallographically independent unit consist of one sandwich POM anion, eleven DMA+ (N1, N2, 

N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8, N9, N10, N11) cations and 23 water molecules (Figure 3-9). The structure 

of sandwich POM anion is similar with the anion of crystal 1 except for symmetry. As shown in 

Figure 3-10, the {Tb3CO3} formed scalene with TbTb distance of 4.915 Å, 4.852 Å and 4.868 
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Å. The D3h symmetry of encapsulated CO3
2- ligand disappeared at the same time. In addition, the 

P-C-P bonds between carbonate carbon and axial phosphorous atoms were distorted (<P1–C1–P2 

= 178.19o, P1C: 3.559 Å, P2C: 3.536 Å), showing that sandwich POM has polar structure. 

 

Figure 3-9. The asymmetric unit of crystal 2-Tb. 

 

 

Figure 3-10. The structure of sandwich POM anion in crystal 2. The distorted triangle structure constructed 

by {TbCO3}unit (Middle). The structure of CO3
2- in {TbCO3}unit (right). The distance between P1and C1 

and the distance between P2 and C1 are shown in light green and magenta, respectively.  

 

    As shown in Figure 3-11, we can find that sandwich POM anions assemble in zigzag style along 

a axis, which are aligned parallel to b axis and closed packing along the c axis. It can be noticed 

that neighboring polar sandwich POM anions are arranged in opposite directions whether in a 
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direction or in b direction, indicating that polarity are canceled in a or b direction. As shown in 

Figure 3-11a, all polar sandwich POM anions are arranged at same direction along c axis, 

generating Pna21 polar space group. In the cavity between sandwich POM anions, DMA+ cations 

and water molecules fill. It can be noticed that C3 symmetry hasn’t been given in crystal 2, which 

may be assigned to only two hydrogen bond sites exist in DMA+ cation. It’s difficult for two 

hydrogen bond sites to form structure with C3 symmetry. The shortest distance between Tb3+ ions 

of neighboring POM anions is 9.457 Å shown in Figure 3-12, implying no interaction between 

POM anions. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-11. The packing arrangement of sandwich POM anions along a axis (a), b axis (b) and c axis (c) 

in crystal 2.  

 

(a) 

(b) 

b 

a 

a 

c 

(c) 
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Figure 3-12. The distance between Tb3+ ions of sandwich POM anions of crystal 2. 

 

3-5. Crystal structure of crystal 3. 

    For the crystal structure of 3, it also belongs to orthorhombic group, crystalizing in polar Cmc21 

space group. As shown in Figure 3-13, there are half sandwich POM anions, 5/2 Na+ ions, 11/2 

TriMA+ ( N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6) cations and 17/2 water molecules in its crystallographically 

independent unit. The structure of sandwich POM anion within crystal 3 is also distorted as in the 

case of crystal 2, with isosceles-type triangle{Tb3CO3}, TbTb distances of 4.861 Å, 4.861 Å and 

4.867 Å, respectively, and the D3h symmetry of CO3
2- ligand is lost. The P-C-P bonds between 

carbonate carbon and axial phosphorous atoms are distorted (<P1–C1–P2 = 179.02o, P1Ccarbonate: 

3.567 Å, P2Ccarbonate: 3.536 Å) (Figure 3-14). 
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Figure 3-13. The asymmetric unit of crystal 3-Tb. 

 

Figure 3-14. The structure of sandwich POM anion in crystal 3. The isosceles triangle structure constructed 

by {TbCO3}unit (Middle). The structure of CO3
2- in {TbCO3}unit (right). The distance between P1and C1 

and the distance between P2 and C1 are shown in light green and magenta, respectively.  

 

    As shown in Figure 3-15, sandwich POM anions are packing with rhombus-like style along the 

ac plane, and then closed pack along the b axis. Na+ ions, TriMA+ cations and water molecules 

occupy the space between sandwich POM anions. It can be found that C3 symmetry isn’t displayed 

in packing structure of crystal 1-Tb but symmetry of mirror plane parallel with bc plane mentioned 

before, which means polarity of sandwich POM anions are cancelled along a axis. In addition, as 
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shown in Figure 3-15c, the polarity along b axis is 0 because polar sandwich POM anions are 

arranged in opposite directions. However, along the c axis, neighboring polar sandwich POM 

anions are arranged in same direction, thus forming the polar axis for Cmc21 space group (Figure 

3-15a). The closest distance between Tb3+ ions of neighboring sandwich POM anions is 10.315 Å, 

indicating no interaction between sandwich POM anions (Figure 3-16).  

 

  
Figure 3-15. The packing arrangement of sandwich POM anions along a axis (a), b axis (b) and c axis (c) 

in crystal 3.  

(a) 

(b) (c) 
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Figure 3-16. The distance between Tb3+ ions of sandwich POM anions of crystal 3. 

 

3-6. Crystal structure of crystal 4. 

    The crystal of 4 belongs to highly symmetric trigonal R3m space group. The crystal consists of 

1/6 sandwich POM anions, two TMA+ cation, 4/3 disordered Na+ ions and 7  water molecules 

partially disordered within independent unit (Figure 3-17). As shown in Figure 3-18, similar with 

crystal 1, the {Tb3CO3} triangle is equilateral with TbTb distance of 4.876 Å, with C3 rotation 

axis through carbon atom perpendicular to the carbonate plane. Different from crystal 1, there are 

three mirror planes through C3 axis, perpendicular with {Tb3CO3} triangle plane in crystal 4, 

giving the same distance between every O atom of carbonate ligand and every Tb3+ ion (Tb1–

Ocarbonate = 2.441 Å). The original D3h symmetry of encapsulated CO3
2- ligand is kept as in the case 

of crystal 1.  On the other hand, distances between P atoms and Ccarbonate atom was different to each 

other(<P1–Ccarbonate–P2 = 180o, P1 Ccarbonate: 3.581 Å, P2 Ccarbonate: 3.571 Å).  As a result, the 

sandwich POM anion adopts C3υ symmetry. 
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Figure 3-17. The asymmetric unit of crystal 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-18. The structure of sandwich POM anion in crystal 4. The equilateral triangle structure 

constructed by {TbCO3} unit (Middle). The symmetry of CO3
2- in {TbCO3} unit (right).  

 

    Different from crystal 1, the 3D framework of crystal 4 was constructed with sandwich POM 

anions as vertices and with Na+ cations as linkers by electrostatic interaction, and TMA+ cations 

as guest molecules accommodate in the framework. There is no strong hydrogen bonding 

interaction between sandwich POM anions. As shown in Figure 3-19a, each sandwich POM anion 
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is connected to six disordered Na1+ ions, six disordered Na2+ ions and six disordered Na3+ ions, 

in which Na1+ ions are arranged at one side of {Tb3CO3} triangle plane and Na2+ ions and Na3+ 

ions are arranged at another side of {Tb3CO3} triangle plane. Every sandwich POM anion is 

connected to three sandwich POM anions by six Na1+ ions and three anions by six Na3+ ions as 

shown in Figure 3-19b. Then six anions are in staggered arrangement due to the narrow shape of 

a sandwich POM anion. Further, sandwich POM anions assemble into three-dimensionally in a 

manner of cubic close packing with channel in a squashed style (Figure 3-19c and d). Along c axis, 

one Na1+ ion, one Na2+ ion and one Na3+ ion are bridged by water molecules by strong 

electrostatic interaction as shown in Figure 3-19e, forming a twisted and rigid chain with repeat 

unitNa1-H2O-Na2-H2O-Na3. It can be noticed that two disordered Na2+ ions are very close 

with an interatomic distance of 2.853 Å and one disordered water molecule with chemical 

occupancy of 2/3 for O atom exist between them. The channel was divided into compartments 

separated by "bamboo nodes" as a result of the penetration of Na2+ ions and water molecules. 

Disordered TMA+ (N1 and N2) cations were embedded in each of the compartments separated by 

the bamboo nodes. 

    The data of electrostatic interaction between Na+ ions and water molecules, and the electrostatic 

interaction between Na+ ions and sandwich POM anions are shown in Table 3-5. Disordered TMA+ 

(N1 and N2) cations are accommodated in compartments, which is symmetric over one of mirror 

planes perpendicular to {Tb3CO3} triangle plane. For TMA+ (N1) cation, N1, C2 and C4 atoms 

are at the mirror plane, C3 and C5 atoms are disordered in two positions, which are symmetrical 

over the mirror plane. And for TMA+ (N2) cation, N2 and C9 atoms are at the mirror plane, C6, 

C8 and C7 atoms are disordered in two positions, which are symmetrical over the mirror plane.   
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Figure 3-19. Single crystal structure of crystal 4. (a) Sandwich POM anions as subunits are connected to 18 

Na+ ions as linkers by electrostatic interaction. The sandwich POM anion is abstracted as a triangular 

bipyramidal (bottom). (b) The sandwich POM anions are connected by Na+ ions. (c) 3D framework 

structure of sandwich POM anions with channels along c axis. (d) The squashed cpp mode of sandwich 

POM anions packing. (e) The twist chains constructed of Na+ ions and water molecules by electrostatic 

interaction. (f) The disorder structure of TMA+ cations (N1 and N2) accommodating in the compartments 

separated by the bamboo nodes. The electrostatic interaction is shown in dark green dotted line. 
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Table 3-5. The data of electrostatic interaction between Na+ ions and water molecules, and the 

electrostatic interaction between Na+ ions and sandwich POM anions in crystal 4. 

NaO(POMs/H2O)  Distance/ Å 

Na3O13(POM) 2.135  

Na2O24(POM) 2.820 

Na1O34(POM) 2.465 

Na1O2(H2O) 2.492 

Na1O2A(H2O) 2.475 

Na1O5(H2O) 2.309 

Na2O2(H2O) 3.371  

Na2O3(H2O) 2.513 

Na2O10(H2O) 3.389 

Na3O3(H2O) 2.336 

Na3O10(H2O) 2.786 

Na3O18(H2O) 2.120 

 

3-7. Crystal structure of crystal 5. 

    X-ray diffraction data reveals that the crystals of 5, 

([H2DABCO]2+)6[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3][BF4]·5H2O (Ln = Tb, Dy and Er), were isomorphous, 

crystalizing in the highly symmetric hexagonal space group P63/mcm. The crystal structure of 

crystal 5-Er will be discussed in detail for representation. Crystal 5-Er consists of 1/3 sandwich 

POM anion, ¼ BF4
- anions, 3 [H2DABCO]2+ cations and 3  water molecules within independent 

unit as shown in Figure 3-20. As shown in Figure 3-21, the structure of sandwich POM anion 

within crystal 5-Er is also distorted as in the case of crystal 3, with isosceles-type triangle {Er3CO3} 

and ErEr distances of 4.818 Å, 4.818 Å and 4.807 Å, where the D3h symmetry of CO3
2- ligand is 

lost. In addition, two mirror planes exist in crystal 5, one coinciding with the Ln3-

triangle({Er3CO3}) plane and the other passing through the carbon atoms in the {Er3CO3} 

perpendicular to the triangle plane. The P-C-P bonds between carbonate carbon and axial 

phosphorous atoms are distorted (<P1–C1–P1 = 179.38o). The sandwich POM anion doesn’t 

exhibit C3 symmetry although the whole crystal structure display highly symmetric structure with 

C3 axis.  
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Figure 3-20. Th asymmetric unit of crystal 5-Er. 

 

Figure 3-21. The structure of sandwich POM anion in crystal 5-Er. The distorted triangle structure 

constructed by {TbCO3} unit (Middle). The structure of CO3
2- in {TbCO3} unit (right). 

 

    The polymer framework of crystal 5 is constructed from sandwich POM anions and one ([N4, 

N5]) of four crystallographycally independent [H2DABCO]2+ cations ([N1]2, [N2]2, [N4, N5] and 

[N6, N7]) as linkers and with BF4
- as vertices. And the other [H2DABCO]2+ cations ([N1]2, [N2]2 

and [N6, N7]) and water molecules as guest molecules accommodate in the framework. As shown 

in Figure 3-22c, with a S3 axis parallel with c-axis through B atom and F2 atom, three F3 atoms of 

each BF4
- anion are connected to six disordered water molecules (O9) and another F2 atom is 

connected to three disordered [H2DABCO]2+ cations ([N4, N5)) by hydrogen-bond interaction, 

forming a chain O9BF4
-[H2DABCO]2+BF4

-O9. Then, each [H2DABCO]2+ cation ([N4, 
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N5)) is connected one sandwich POM anion, forming 3-dimensional packing structure with a 

channel of 21.29 Å by hydrogen bonding interaction, in which [H2DABCO]2+ cations of [N6, N7] 

and water molecules accommodate (Figure 3-22, Figure 3-23a). A S3 axis through the center of 

the channel can be observed. [H2DABCO]2+ cations of [N1]2 and [N2]2 filled the space between 

two neighboring sandwich POM anions as shown in Figure 3-23b-d. In crystal 5-Er, highly 

symmetric of [H2DABCO]2+ (D3h) cations with two hydrogen-bond sites are used as counter 

cations, which isn’t suitable for forming structure with C3 symmetry. But [H2DABCO]2+ cations 

can be used as a node to construct structure with C3 symmetry because the two hydrogen-bond 

sites are at the C3 axis, which is similar with cylinder. Therefore, at the existence of highly 

symmetric BF4
- anions (Td) with the strongly negative F atoms, [H2DABCO]2+ cations and water 

molecules acting as nodes, the chain possessing S3 symmetry was constructed. Furthermore, the 

symmetry of the whole structure is mainly controlled by the symmetry of the chain built of BF4
- 

anions (Td) connected by nodes.  

 

`  

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 3-22. (a) The packing structure of crystal 5-Er. The structure of the chain built of BF4
- anions, 

[H2DABCO]2+ (N4, N5) cations (shown in blue and gold) and water molecules by hydrogen-bond 

interaction (O9BF4
-[H2DABCO]2+ BF4

-O9) along b (b) and c (c) axis. The sandwich POM 

anions at neighboring layers along c axis are shown in blue and gold stick mode. [H2DABCO]2+ cations 

(N4 and N5) that are at the same layer with sandwich POM anions are shown in blue and gold color ball 

and stick mode. [H2DABCO]2+ (N6, N7) cations accommodating in the channel are shown in lavender are 

shown in in lavender ball and stick mode. Water molecules are shown in pink. Hydrogen atoms are omitted 

for clarity.  

 

 

Figure 3-23. (a) The hydrogen bonding interaction between sandwich POM anions and the chain showed 

in Figure 3-22b and c. (b) (c) (d) The arrangement of [H2DABCO]2+ cations of N1and N2 within the crystal 

5-Er. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. N: blue; C: dark gray; O: pink. 

 

 

 

(c) 

(a) (b) 

(d) 
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Table 3-6. The data of hydrogen bonding between [H2DABCO]2+ cations and sandwich POM anions or 

BF4
- anions and hydrogen-bond between water molecules and BF4

- anions in crystal 5-Er. 

Hydrogen bonding units Distance/ Å Angle/o 

N2-HO27(POM) 3.078 134.48 

N2-HO22(POM) 3.014 133.61 

N2-HO24(POM) 2.871 128.89 

N4-HF2(BF4
-) 3.227 110.488 

N4-HO21(POM) 3.136 121.614 

N5-HO20(POM) 3.290  155.039 

N6-HO10(H2O) 3.152 130.64 

N6-HO2(H2O) 3.221 135.28 

O9(H2O)F3(BF4
-) 2.262  

O9(H2O)F3(BF4
-) 3.032  

O9(H2O)O1(POM) 2.383  

O14(H2O)O29(POM) 3.141  

O8(H2O)O25(POM) 3.026  

O8(H2O)O26(POM) 2.766  

 

3-8. Discussion of crystal structures. 

    Three kinds of highly centrosymmetric space groups of P63/m, R3m and P63/mcm in crystal 1, 

4 and 5 were achieved, respectively. Two polar space groups of Pna21 and Cmc21, were obtained 

in crystals 2 and 3, respectively.  

    Ideal lacunary Keggin α-A-POM possesses symmetry of C3v, which is readily distorted and 

affected by cations and solvent molecules in solution. Although, an ideal sandwich POM anion 

should display D3h symmetry, in which the Ln3-triangle is equilateral having C3 axis perpendicular 

to the plane. In this work, not only MA+(C∞ν), DMA+(C2ν), TriMA+(C3ν) and TMA+(Td) cation 

possessing 3, 2, 1 and 0 hydrogen-bond sites but also [H2DABCO]2+ (D3d) with two hydrogen-

bond sites and BF4
- anions (Td) both possessing high symmetry are exploited, in which MA+ 

cations constructed hydrogen bonding network of C3 symmetry with the sandwich POM anions 

and water molecules utilizing three hydrogen-bonding sites at -NH3
+ moiety. And BF4

- anions 
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constructed hydrogen bonding network of S3 symmetry with sandwich POM anions, 

[H2DABCO]2+ cations and water molecules.  

    In the crystal 1, Hydrogen bonding supramolecular units ({(MeNH3
+)x(H2O)y} having C3h 

symmetry and compatible size with sandwich POM anions are formed due to the C∞ν symmetry 

and three hydrogen bond sites of MA+ cation. The POM network was formed with another 

crystallographically independent MA+ (N2) different from those forming supramolecular units (N1 

and N3). The C3h symmetry of the POM was maintained even in the crystal embedding 

supramolecular units of C3h symmetry in the cage and channel of the POM network, resulting in a 

highly symmetric space group P63/m of crystal 1. 

    For crystal 4, sandwich POM anions are connected by Na+ ions. Since the interaction with Na+ 

is essentially electrostatic and isotropic and the templating effect of the highly symmetric structure 

(Td) of TMA+ cations, POMs packed in a squashed cubic closest packing style, leading to highly 

symmetric R3m space group. And the C3v symmetry was maintained with sandwich POM anions. 

The channel within the network are filled with TMA+ and H2O molecules, whose assembly 

structure suited to the symmetry of POM network. Sandwich POM anion doesn’t keep the ideal 

symmetry D3h but adopt C3υ symmetry. It can be attributed to squashed cubic closest packing style 

adopted by crystal 4. The POMs have taken the narrow shape due the electrostatic interaction with 

Na+ to suit in the squashed cubic closest packing. 

    Crystals 2 and 3 take polar space groups of Pna21 and Cmc21, respectively. In crystal 2, 

sandwich POM anions are linked by DMA+ cations (C2υ) with only two hydrogen bond sites by 

hydrogen-bond interaction. It is difficult to keep C3 symmetry fulfilling the crystal packing with 

lower symmetry of DMA+ cations having two hydrogen bond sites. In crystal 3, sandwich POM 

anions are connected by Na+ not by TriMA+ cations. Due to the influence of TriMA+ cations 

through hydrogen bond interaction, C3 axis of TriMA+ cations aren’t parallel with that of POM. In 

addition, compared with ideal sandwich POM anions, TriMA+ cations have a lower symmetry. As 

a result, only a σv mirror plane is kept in the crystal 3, giving rise to a polar Cmc21 space group.  

    Different from crystals 1, 2, 3 and 4, in crystal 5, not only [H2DABCO]2+ (D3h) cations but also 

BF4
- (Td) anions with high symmetry are introduced. The BF4

- anions (Td) possess same symmetry 

with TMA+ cations(Td) in crystal 4, while the TMA+ cations don’t have the ability of forming 

strong directional hydrogen bond. Within crystal 5, the highly symmetric BF4
- anions (Td) with the 
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strongly negative F atoms lead the formation of highly symmetric hydrogen bonding nets structure 

with distorted sandwich POM anions, highly symmetric [H2DABCO]2+ cations and water 

molecules as nodes, resulting a highly centrosymmetric P63/mcm space group.  

    Finally, the equilateral triangle motifs composed of three Ln3+ ions bridged by one carbonate 

ligand are achieved in 1 and 4 under the effects of highly symmetric supramolecular units 

{(MeNH3
+)2(H2O)x} (C3h) and TMA+ (Td) cations, respectively. 

 

3-9. IR spectra 

    The IR spectra of crystals 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are shown in the Figure 3-24. A characteristic band 

in all the compounds is around 1470 cm-1, which is assigned to coordinated CO3
2- stretch. A 

stretching vibration of C-N bond around 1425 cm-1 can be found, indicating the existence of 

organic cations in crystals 1, 2, 3 and 4 (Figure 3-24 a and b). For crystals 5, the peaks appearing 

at 1010, 888, and 780 cm-1 can be attributed to BF4
- stretching vibrations. The peaks in the ranges 

1210-1620 cm−1 and 2700-3200 cm−1 are associated with the peaks of [H2DABCO]2+ cation. That 

indicate the existence of H2DABCO2+ cations and BF4
- anions in crystals 5. 

 

  

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3-24. The IR spectra of crystals 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.  

 

3-10. Power X-ray diffraction analysis 

    The purity of crystalline powders of compounds 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 was confirmed by powder X-

ray diffraction (PXRD), which is shown in Figure 3-25. The experimental patterns of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 

5 are in accord with the corresponding simulated patterns derived from the single crystal data, 

indicating the presence of mainly one crystalline phase. 

 

  

(c) 
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Figure 3-25 PXRD patterns of crystals 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
 

3-11. Thermogravimetric analysis 

    As shown in the Figure 3-26, the crystals 1 display a similar trend as the temperature increases 

since they are isomorphic. About 9% loss from 20 to 140 oC is consistent with the loss of solvent 

water molecules. Then, from 140 oC, the methylammonium cation start decomposition until 400 
oC, almost 6% loss is in accordance with the theory value. Subsequently, approximately 1% loss 

in the range of 640 to 750 oC can be observed, which is attributed to the decomposition of carbonate 

in the POM. For crystal 2, the loss of about 7.5% from 20 to 140 oC is consistent with the loss of 

26 water molecules and about 8.5% loss is corresponding to the decomposition of eleven DMA+ 

cations from 140 to 400 oC. For crystal 3, about 9 % loss from 200 to 450 oC is consistent with the 
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decomposition of eight TriMA+ cations. About 7.5% loss from 300 to 500 oC is in accord with the 

loss of five TMA+ cations in crystal 4. In crystal 5, the 13% loss of [H2DABCO]+ cations from 

300 to 750 oC can be observed, which is consistent with the theory value. 

 

  

  

Figure 3-26. Thermogravimetric analysis of crystals 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
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3-12. Crystallographic data of the crystals 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

Table 3-7. Crystallographic and structure refinements for crystals 1. 

Compound 1-Tb 1-Dy 1-Er 1-Y 

Formula C11H86Tb3N10NaO84P2W18 C11H92Dy3N10NaO87P2W18 C11H82Er3N10NaO83P2W18 C11H83Y3N10NaO82.5P2W18 

fw/g mol−1 5573.65 5638.42 5578.62 5336.55 

cryst syst hexagonal hexagonal hexagonal hexagonal 

space group P63/m P63/m P63/m P63/m 

a/Å 15.77430(10) 15.7767(3) 15.7833(5) 15.80568(8) 

b/Å 15.77430(10) 15.7767(3) 15.7833(5) 15.80568(8) 

c/Å 25.7532(2) 25.7856(5) 25.7635(6) 25.81439(11) 

α/deg 90 90 90 90 

β/deg 90 90 90 90 

γ/deg 120 120 120 120 

V/Å3 5549.60(8) 5558.3(2) 5558.1(4) 5584.94(6) 

Z 2 2 2 2 

T/K 293 293 293 293 

ρcalc/g cm−3 3.310 3.350 3.320 3.160 

μ/mm−1 43.765 45.144 38.516 36.349 

F(000) 4856.0 4927.0 4874.0 4692.0 

2θ/o 6.47 to 145.018 6.47 to 146.114 6.466 to 144.152 6.458 to 145.016 

Reflections 

collected 

19218 24228 19126 24101 

Independent 

reflections 

3725 [Rint = 0.0475] 3745 [Rint = 0.0779] 3682 [Rint = 0.0639] 3747 [Rint = 0.0371] 

data/restraints/ 

param 

3725/44/239 3745/90/250 3682/279/243 3747/52/241 

Rint 0.0475 0.0779 0.0639 0.0371 

R1 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.0475 0.0584 0.0703 0.0321 

wR2 (all data) 0.1346 0.1671 0.1871 0.0902 

GOF on F2 1.080 1.089 1.072 1.138 

Δρmax/min/e Å−3 2.10/-2.56 3.53/-4.00 3.42/-3.33 1.87/-1.53 
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Table 3-8. Crystallographic and structure refinements for crystals 2, 3 and 4. 

Compound 2-Tb 3-Tb 4-Tb 

Formula C23H140Tb3N11O97P2W18 C25H116Tb3N8Na3O89P2W18 C25H118Tb3N6Na5O94P2W18 

fw/g mol−1 5971.21 5870.00 5969.98 

cryst syst orthorhombic orthorhombic trigonal 

space group Pna21 Cmc21 Rm 

a/Å 30.3799(3) 20.3011(4) 22.5757(3) 

b/Å 17.2014(2) 27.3357(5) 22.5757(3) 

c/Å 21.0389(3) 21.3208(4) 40.1916(5) 

α/deg 90 90 90 

β/deg 90 90 90 

γ/deg 90 90 120 

V/Å3 10994.4(2) 11831.8(4) 17739.8(5) 

Z 4 4 6 

T/K 94(2) 94(2) 93.7(8) 

ρcalc/g cm−3 3.576 3.277 3.326 

μ/mm−1 20.793 19.323 19.348 

F(000) 10544.0 10356.0 
 

15756.0 

2θ/o 3.872 to 61.948° 4.566 to 61.624° 
 

4.288 to 61.776 
 

Reflections 

collected 

60941 31621 
 

61738 
 

Independent 

reflections 

23517 [Rint = 0.0181] 12431 [Rint = 0.0376] 5990 [Rint = 0.0347] 

data/restraints/ 

param 

23517/124/1403 12431/162/812 
 

5990/122/376 
 

Rint 0.0181 0.0376 0.0347 

R1 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.0261 0.0357 
 

0.0380 
 

wR2 (all data) 0.0676 0.0959 
 

0.0938 
 

GOF on F2 1.106 1.028 
 

1.180 

Δρmax/min/e 

Å−3 

1.72/-1.58 2.58/-1.81 
 

1.94/-1.93 
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Table 3-9. Crystallographic and structure refinements for crystals 5. 

Compound 5-Er 5-Dy 5-Tb 

Formula C37N12H100BF4Er3O79P2W18 C37N12H100BF4Dy3O79P2W18 C37N12H100BF4Tb3O79P2W18 

fw/g mol−1 5936.87 5922.59 5911.87 

cryst syst hexagonal hexagonal hexagonal 

space group P63/mcm P63/mcm P63/mcm 

a/Å 37.8923(2) 38.1495(2) 38.0321(2) 

b/Å 37.8923(2) 38.1495(2) 38.0321(2) 

c/Å 20.2715(2) 20.3834(2) 20.3866(2) 

α/deg 90 90 90 

β/deg 90 90 90 

γ/deg 120 120 120 

V/Å3 25206.8(4) 25691.2(4) 25537.4(3) 

Z 9 9 9 

T/K 94 94 94 

ρcalc/g cm−3 2.307 3.355 2.057 

μ/mm−1 25.534 43.939 28.444 

F(000) 15271.0 22626.0 12974.0 

2θ/o 6.386 to 145.55 4.632 to 145.136 4.64 to 144.84 

Reflections 

collected 

104412 97375 105793 

Independent 

reflections 

8813 [Rint = 0.0660] 8951 [Rint = 0.0848] 8800 [Rint = 0.0980] 
 

data/restraints/ 

param 

8813/471/519 8951/0/256 8800/0/291 
 

Rint 0.0660 0.0848 0.0980 

R1 [I > 2σ(I)]  0.0947 0.0802 0.0898 
 

wR2 (all data)  0.2767 0.2666 0.2751 
 

Δρmax/min/e Å−3 3.52/-2.17 6.37/-7.35 4.83/-6.76 
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3-13. Magnetic properties 

3-13-1. Static magnetism.  

    Temperature dependence of molar magnetic susceptibilities (χm) of compounds 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

on polycrystalline samples were measured in the temperature range of 1.8 – 300 K under an applied 

magnetic field of 1000 Oe (Figure 3-27). Susceptibility measured for crystal 1-Y with non-

magnetic Y cation were employed as the diamagnetic correction for the paramagnetic analogues. 

The χMT values 33.01, 36.87, 35.86 and 35.72 cm3 K mol-1 for crystals 1-Tb, 2-Tb, 3-Tb and 4-

Tb are consistent with the theoretical values for three free Tb3+ ions 35.46 (Tb, 7F6). The χMT 

values 43.04 and 32.12 cm3 K mol-1 for crystals 1-Dy and 1-Er at room temperature are consistent 

with the theoretical values for three free Ln3+ ions 42.51 (Dy, 6H15/2) and 34.44 (Er, 4I15/2), 

respectively. 

 Upon cooling, the χMT values of all the crystals were almost constant above 100 K and then 

decreased with decreasing temperature. The χMT values decrease rapidly below 50 K, reaching 

20.95, 15.62, 17.76, 23.14, 21.97 and 22.42 cm3 K mol-1 at 2.0 K, for crystals 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, 

respectively. The decline of χMT values at lower temperatures should be due to the decrease 

occupancy of the excited Stark sublevels of the Ln3+ ions and/or the antiferromagnetic interaction 

of the paramagnetic ion in the system.146 The behavior apparently is different from the Dy3-triangle 

complexes reported by Powell group, in which the vanishing susceptibility at low T was observed 

due to the toroidal arrangement of magnetic moments on the dysprosium sites.147 
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Figure 3-27. Plots of magnetic susceptibility (χMT) vs temperature (T) for compounds 1-Ln, 2-Tb, 3-Tb, 

and 4-Tb, respectively. 

 

3-13-2. Dynamic magnetic properties.  

 

    In order to investigate the magnetic dynamics of compounds 1-Ln, 2-Tb, 3-Tb and 4-Tb, the 

temperature dependencies of the alternating current (ac) susceptibility were measured with an 

oscillating 3 Oe ac magnetic field under 0 – 4000 Oe dc field. Under zero dc field, in the range of 

1.8 – 10 K, the crystal 1-Tb, 2-Tb, 3-Tb and 4-Tb did not show any signal of frequency-

dependence in both in-phase(χ’) and out-of-phase(χ’’) plots (Figure 3-28).  
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Figure 3-28. Temperature dependence of χ′ and χ′′signals of the ac susceptibilities under different frequency 

(Hz) for crystal 1-Tb, 2-Tb, 3-Tb and 4-Tb, in zero static field and an oscillating field of 3 Oe. 

 

     The application of a dc field may fully or partly remove the ground state degeneracy and 

suppress the quantum tunneling.148,149 The scale of applied dc field was determined by measuring 

susceptibilities at 2, 3 and 4 K, in static field from 0–10000 Oe and an oscillating field of 3 Oe. As 

shown on Figure 3-29, the out-of-phase susceptibilities (χ’’) of crystals 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er, 2-Tb, 

3-Tb and 4-Tb at 2, 3 and 4 K all display peaks at dc fields of 4000, 3000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 

5000 Oe, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

1-Tb (0 Oe) 2-Tb (0 Oe) 

3-Tb (0 Oe) 4-Tb (0 Oe) 
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Figure 3-29. Field dependence of χ′ and χ′′ signals of the ac susceptibilities under different temperature (2, 

3 and 4 K) for 1-Tb (a), 1-Dy (b), 1-Er (c), 2-Tb (d), 3-Tb (e) and 4-Tb (f) in static field from 0–10000 

Oe and an oscillating field of 3 Oe. 

1-Tb 1-Dy 

1-Er 2-Tb 

3-Tb 4-Tb 

H / Oe H / Oe 

H / Oe 

H / Oe H / Oe 

H / Oe 

H / Oe 

H / Oe 

H / Oe 

H / Oe 

H / Oe 

H / Oe 
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    Therefore, the ac magnetic susceptibilities of compounds 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er, 2-Tb, 3-Tb and 4-

Tb were measured under the applied magnetic field of 4000, 3000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 Oe, 

respectively (Figure 3-30). With applied dc field, all the crystals showed frequency dependence 

with obvious peaks, typical of slow relaxation of the magnetization and field induced single 

molecular magnetic behavior, which means quantum tunneling is suppressed effectively. 

Especially for crystals 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er and 4-Tb, two peaks more obvious can be observed, 

which means more than one relaxation process exist in these crystals, indicating the relaxation 

behaviors in equilateral systems are more prominent. This will be deeply studied in future. 

 

  

  

1-Tb (4000 Oe) 1-Dy (3000 Oe) 

1-Er (2000 Oe) 
2-Tb (3000 Oe) 
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Figure 3-30. Temperature dependence of χ′ and χ′′signals of the ac susceptibilities under different frequency 

(Hz) for 1-Tb (Hdc = 4000 Oe), 1-Dy (Hdc = 3000 Oe), 1-Er (Hdc = 2000 Oe), 2-Tb (Hdc = 3000 Oe), 3-Tb 

(Hdc = 4000 Oe) and 4-Tb (Hdc = 5000 Oe) with an oscillating field of 3 Oe, respectively. 

 

3-14. Conclusion 

    In this work, ten sandwich-type POMs (CH3)NH3
+

10Na[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3] (1) (Ln = Tb, 

Dy, Er and Y, for 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er and 1-Y, respectively, MA = methylammonium), 

(CH3)2NH2
+

11[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (2) (DMA = dimethylammonium), 

(CH3)3NH+
8Na3[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (3), (TriMA = trimethylammonium), 

(CH3)4N+
6Na5[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (4), (TMA = tetramethylammonium), and 

([H2DABCO]2+ )6[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3][BF4] (5) (Ln = Tb, Dy and Er for 5-Tb, 5-Dy,and 5-

Er, respectively), were obtained by introducing organic cations MA+ (C∞ν), DMA+ (C2ν), TriMA+ 

(C3ν) and TMA+ (Td), [H2DABCO]2+ (D3h) and anion BF4
- (Td). Three kinds of highly 

centrosymmetric space groups of P63/m, R3m and P63/mcm in crystal 1, 4 and 5 were achieved, 

respectively. In crystals 1, sandwich POM (C3h) anions as vertices are connected by one(N1) of 

three crystallographically independent MA+(N1, N2 and N3) cations, giving a highly symmetric 

3D framework with cages and channels. In the cage and channel, two kinds of supramolecular 

units with C3h symmetry as guest molecules accommodate, which were constructed by MA+(N1 

and N3) cations and water molecules through hydrogen bonding interaction to be compatible with 

sandwich POM (C3h) anions in symmetry as well as size. In 4, sandwich POM anions maintain C3v 

symmetry under the templating effect of highly symmetric TMA+ (Td) cations. In 5, the assembly 

3-Tb (dc = 4000 Oe) 

4-Tb (dc = 5000 Oe) 
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architecture of sandwich POM (C2v) anions is leaded by highly symmetric BF4
- (Td) anions through 

hydrogen bonding interaction not the [H2DABCO]2+ (D3h) cations. On the other hand, two polar 

space groups of Pna21 and Cmc21, were obtained in crystals 2 and 3, respectively, due to the lower 

symmetry of DMA+ and TriMA+ cations and the number of hydrogen-bond sites of only two and 

one. Two or one hydrogen bond sites aren’t easy of forming highly symmetric crystal structures 

by hydrogen bond net of C3 symmetry, which is necessary for the formation of equilateral triangle 

of Ln3+ ions. Finally, the equilateral triangle motifs consist of three Ln3+ ions bridged by one 

carbonate ligand were successfully achieved in crystals 1 and 4. What’s more, the magnetic 

susceptibilities of crystals 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er, 2, 3 and 4 exhibit temperature-dependence at low 

temperature under the applied dc filed, typical of slow relaxation of the magnetization and field-

induced single molecular magnetic behavior. It’s worth noting that the magnetic relaxation in 

equilateral Ln3-triangle is more prominent, which will be deeply studied in future. 
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4-1. Introduction 

Single-molecule magnets (SMMs) can be applied to ultra-high-density data storage,150 

quantum computing,151 and spintronics152 because of their nontrivial memory effect and 

quantum phenomena.153–159 SMMs are molecule with energy barrier to spin reversal which 

induces magnetization without external magnetic field. This magnetization relaxes slowly 

in time at low temperature, resulting in a frequency dependence of the dynamic 

susceptibility. They are "molecule-sized permanent magnets" that exhibit magnetic 

hysteresis, although they have no magnetic long-range order. In order to observe this 

behaviour, a well isolated Ising ground state must be favored.160 In other word, the ground 

state should consist of pure mJ state with the greatest value and a large energy barrier. The 

pure mJ state will prevent the quantum tunneling of the magnetization whereas the energy 

barrier will prevent the thermal relaxation.161 In the case of lanthanides based SMM, the 

electronic configuration can be controlled by an adjustment of the coordination 

environment around the ions.162 A large magnetic anisotropy appears as a result of the 

interaction between the orbital angular momentum component and ligand field potential. 

Therefore, the use of lanthanides enables the creation of SMMs with single ions (single-ion 

magnets (SIMs)).161,163–168 

    Because the magnetic properties of SMMs originate from a single molecule, the 

molecules of SMMs must be magnetically separated within the crystal.115,169–171 Several 

approaches have been reported to achieve magnetic shielding between magnetic molecules, 

utilizing bulky lacunary polyoxometalates (POMs) as ligands.172–176 For example, E. 

Coronado et al. reported that [LnW10O36]9– (Ln = Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er), in which lacunary 

POMs sandwich lanthanide ions, exhibit magnetic relaxation characteristic of SMMs.177 

Larger lacunary POMs can be used to construct lanthanide multinuclear complexes.174 In 

particular, the diamagnetic ligands Keggin and Wells-Dawson type lacunary 

heterotungstates can sandwich and magnetically isolate multinuclear units, and a variety of 

lanthanoid multinuclear complexes have been synthesized.173,174,176 For example, 

(TBA)8.5H1.5[(PW11O39)2Dy2X2(H2O)2]·6H2O (X = OH; F; OAc), in which the Dy 

dinuclear unit bridged by two F–, OH– or OAc–, Dy2X2(H2O)2, is sandwiched by lacunary 
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Keggin, is reported.178 Bridging ligands between lanthanides play an important role in SMM 

behavior. In these crystals, the fluoride- and hydroxyde-bridged complexes exhibit SMM 

behavior with Ueff = 98 and 74 cm–1, respectively, while the acetate-bridged complex does 

not exhibit SMM behavior. 

    It is also possible to use counter cations to spatially isolate the complex to ensure SMM 

behavior. We previously showed that supramolecular structures comprising crown ethers 

and inorganic or organic ammonium cations exhibit large amplitude motions such as 

molecular rotation in crystals.179–185 The cation is isolated from the counter anion to ensure 

space for molecular motion in the crystal. For example, in the crystal of (4,4’-

bipyridinium)(dibenzo[24]crown-8)[Ni(dmit)2]–, where dmit2– = 1,3-dithio-2-thione-4,5-

dithiolate, mono-protonated 4,4′-bipyridinium is connected via hydrogen bonds to form a 

pseudo polyrotaxane structure by penetrating dibenzo[24]crown-8.186 One of the pyridine 

rings of 4,4’-bipyridinium exhibits rotational motion at about 293 K as a result of its 

isolation from the other molecules. Supramolecular cationic structures are also useful for 

isolating counter anions. In the case of Cs2([18]crown-6)3[Ni(dmit)2]–
2, [18]crown-6 rotates 

in the Cs2([18]crown-6)3 triple-decker structure.185 The counter anion, [Ni(dmit)2]–, forms a 

dimer, which is completely isolated and surrounded by supramolecular cations. 

    In this study, we focused on dinuclear Ln complexes with a lacunary Keggin ligand.187–

189 To ensure the separation of the complexes, (Na)(B18C6) (B18C6 = benzo[18]crown-6) 

supramolecular cations were introduced into the crystal. Within the crystal, (Na)(B18C6) 

formed two types of tetramers via C-H•••O, π•••π and C-H•••π interactions, each of which 

was arranged in one dimension to form a bamboo-like channel structure. The fluoride-

bridged Ln dinuclear complexes coordinated with two lacunary Keggin ligands and four 

H2O molecules. {[(PW11O39)Ln(H2O)2]2F} (Ln2POM, Ln = Tb, Dy and Er for 6-Tb, 6-Dy 

and 6-Er) was divided by a "bamboo node" and completely isolated from the neighboring 

complexes. The crystals 6-Dy and 6-Er exhibited the magnetic relaxation characteristics of 

an SMM at low temperatures. 

 

4-2. Synthesis of crystals 

[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)0.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)]2[(Na)(B18
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C6)(H2O)1.75]2[((PW11O39)Ln(H2O)2)2F)][(Na)(B18C6)]2(F)•12H2O (6-Ln) (Ln = 

Tb, Dy and Er for 6-Tb, 6-Dy and 6-Er, respectively).  

[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)0.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.75]2[((

PW11O39)Dy(H2O)2)2F)][(Na)(B18C6)]2(F)•12H2O (6-Dy) Solid DyCl3·6H2O was dissolved in 

10 mL of H2O during stirring, and a solution of Na2CO3 (1.00 M) was then slowly added, resulting 

in a pH level of 6.1. After the solution temperature reached 80 °C, Na8H[PW9O34] (1.0 g, 

0.42 mmol) was added, and the mixture was stirred at 80 °C for 1 h. The solution was then cooled 

to room temperature and centrifuged to remove insoluble material. The aqueous solution 

containing B18C6 (400 mg, 1.28 mmol) and (m-fluoroanilinium+)(BF4
-) (120 mg, 0.6 mmol) was 

added to the clear solution and stirred for 4 h at room temperature. After filtration, the filtrate was 

maintained for 1 d, resulting in colorless block crystals. Yield: 46% (based on Dy). Anal. 

calcd for C160H296Dy2Na10O166F2P2W22 (%): C 20.07, H 3.12; found (%): C 21.01, H 3.06, 

where calculations were based on a composition assuming that the water molecules of the 

guest and the water coordinated to Na were desorbed during the experimental manipulation. 

Selected IR data (ATR, cm-1): 3643(m), 3458(w), 3129(w), 2921(w), 2873(m), 2712(w), 

2280(w), 2111(w), 1630(w), 1594(m), 1503(s), 1450(s), 1351(m), 1289(w), 1250(s), 

1214(s), 1118(s), 1086(m), 1038(s), 943(s), 881(s), 806(s), 744(w), 690(w), 592(w). 

[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)0.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.75]2

[((PW11O39)Er(H2O)2)2F)][(Na)(B18C6)]2(F)•12H2O (6-Er). Synthesized as crystal 6-Dy except 

DyCl3·6H2O was replaced by ErCl3·6H2O. Yield: 42% (based on Er). Anal. calcd for 

C160H296Er2Na10O166F2P2W22 (%): C 20.05, H 3.11; found (%): C 21.04, H 3.01. Selected IR 

data (KBr, cm-1): 3627(m), 3461(m), 3170(w), 2913(w), 2881(m), 2745(w), 2295(w), 2119(w), 

1634(w), 1585(m), 1503(s), 1455(s), 1352(m), 1293(w), 1252(s), 1211(s), 1115(s), 1080(m), 

1039(s), 943(s), 877(s), 802(s), 747(w), 695(w), 595(w). 

[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)0.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.75]2

[((PW11O39)Tb(H2O)2)2F)][(Na)(B18C6)]2(F)•12H2O (6-Tb). Synthesized as crystal 6-Dy except 

DyCl3·6H2O was replaced by TbCl3·6H2O. Yield: 42% (based on Tb). Anal. calcd for 

C160H296Tb2Na10O166F2P2W22 (%): C 20.08, H 3.12; found (%): C 21.44, H 3.11. Selected IR 

data (KBr, cm-1): 3651(m), 3442(m), 3146(w), 2913(w), 2873(m), 2712(w), 2287(w), 2119(w), 
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1630(w), 1589(m), 1506(s), 1451(s), 1355(m), 1293(w), 1255(s), 1211(s), 1115(s), 1073(m), 

1039(s), 940(s), 877(s), 802(s), 743(w), 695(w), 592(w). 

 

4-3. Crystal structure of crystals 6.  

    X-ray diffraction data reveals that the crystals of 6-Ln, 

[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)0.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)

1.75]2[((PW11O39)Ln(H2O)2)2F)][(Na)(B18C6)]2(F)•12H2O (Ln = Dy, Er and Tb) were 

isomorphous, crystalizing in triclinic, P-1 space group. The crystal structure of crystal 6-

Dy will be discussed in detail for representation. Half of the Dy2POM structure, four 

(Na)(B18C6) units coordinated by water molecules, [(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.75], 

[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.5], [(Na)2(B18C6)2(H2O)] and [(Na)2(B18C6)2(H2O)0.5], denoted as A 

– D, respectively, are crystallographically independent. 

    One water molecule with an occupancies of 0. 5 in A, two water molecules with 

an occupancy of 0.5 and 1 in B, one water molecule with an occupancy of 1 in C, and two 

water molecules with occupancies of 0.75 and 1.0 in D, respectively, were coordinated to 

Na+ (Figure 4-1). In addition, six water molecules were isolated within the crystal as 

crystallographically independent guest molecules. Electron densities that could not be 

assigned to individual atoms were subtracted using the SQUEEZE function of the PLATON 

program.190 The composition of the crystals was also determined from X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS). XPS measurements confirmed the presence of C, H, O, Dy, W, Na, 

and F atoms, but no B or N atoms were observed (Figure 4-11). The composition ratio of 

Na, P, and F was estimated to be 5 : 1 : 1 from SEM-EDX measurements (Figure 4-12 and 

Table 4-1), corresponding to the estimation about the number of (Na)(B18C6) and fluoride 

ion. Based on the elemental analyses and charge balance of the crystal, the two 

(Na)(B18C6) units and one fluoride ion should exist in the crystal in addition to the 

assigned molecules. The thermogravimetric analysis suggests that total number of the H2O 

is approximately 28 (see Figure 4-10). The number of water molecules in the crystal 6-Dy 

assigned by X-ray analysis is 25.5 per formula. There are about three H2O molecules in the 

crystal that were not assigned by structural analysis. The electron density not assigned to 

individual atoms (224 e–/mol) would consist of one (Na)(B18C6) unit (178 e-/mol), one 
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fluoride ion (10 e-/mol), and about three H2O molecules (10 e-/mol each). Since crystal 6-

Dy would not form without (m-fluoroanilinium+)(BF4
–), the source of the F atom, we 

conclude that the fluoride-bridged Dy dinuclear complex is present in the crystal.191 

 

Figure 4-1. Crystallographically independent structure of (Na)(B18C6) units (A, B, C, and D) in crystal 6-

Dy at 94 K. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Gray, white and purple atoms correspond to carbon, 

oxygen and sodium, respectively. 

 

Figure 4-2 shows the structure of Dy2POM. Lacunary POM ligand is disordered over two 

sites with the occupancy ratio of 0.556(8) : 0.444(8) (Figure 4-3). In Dy2POM, four O atoms 
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of the lacunary Keggin ligand, two O atoms of H2O, and one F– ion are coordinated to the 

Dy atom. The two Dy atoms are bridged by fluoride located at the symmetric center to form 

a dinuclear complex.  

Figure 4-2. Structure of {[(PW11O39)Dy(H2O)2]2F} in the crystal, with Dy-bridged fluoride at the 

symmetric center; Dy, O, W, F, and P are shown in green, white, blue, yellowish-green and orange, 

respectively. Dy, F, and O atoms coordinated to Dy are depicted as balls, and the others are shown 

as stick models. The minor disordered sites of O and W atoms are omitted for clarity. 

 

 

Figure 4-3. Disordered structure of {[(PW11O39)Dy(H2O)2)]F}9– anion in crystal 6-Dy at 94 K with atoms 

which are with occupancies of (a) 0.566(8) and (b) 0.444(8), respectively. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for 
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clarity. Color code is as same as that in Figure 4-2 except O atoms at disordered sites. Dy-O distances are 

shown in the figures. 

 

 

    In a complex of dinuclear Dy bridged by a single fluoride ion, Dy-F bond lengths of 

2.137-2.315 Å and Dy-F-Dy angles of 169.8-180° have been reported.192,193 The Dy-F bond 

lengths (2.184 Å) and Dy-F-Dy angles (180°) found in Dy2POM are reasonable values. 

(Na)(B18C6) and H2O molecules coordinated to Na form 1D supramolecular arrays. Figure 

4-4 shows the structure of the one-dimensional (1D) arrays of supramolecular cations. 

There are two types of (Na)(B18C6) supramolecular arrays: one comprising A and B, and 

the other comprising C and D (AB- and CD-chains, respectively). Each is arranged in one 

dimension along the c-axis. In the AB-chain, two A units formed a dimer by the C-H•••O 

interaction, which formed a B-A-A-B-type tetramer with neighboring B via π•••π 

interactions between the phenylene groups. In the CD-chain, the two D units formed a 

dimer via π•••π interactions. The -CH2-CH2- group of the D unit and the π plane of the 

phenylene ring of the C unit were in contact below the van der Waals radius, indicating that 

C-H•••π interaction occurred between the C and D units. Consequently, a C-D-D-C 

tetramer was formed in the CD-chain. There was no strong interaction between the adjacent 

tetramers in either chain. Two types of channels parallel to the c-axis were formed (denoted 

as Ch1 and Ch2, as shown in Figure 4-5). Channel Ch1 had minimum and maximum 

diameters of 4.2 and 9.7 Å, respectively, and was filled with (Na)(B18C6) units, F- ions 

and H2O molecules, according to molecular formula 1 (Figure 4-6). In contrast, Ch2 was 

partially penetrated by supramolecular cation B from the ±a-axes (Figure 4-5b). As shown 

in Figure 4-5b, the two supramolecular cations, B, penetrating Ch2 are the closest together 

at the H atom, with an H-H interatomic distance of 3.616 Å. Ch2 had a space with a 

minimum width of only 1.2 Å. No atoms could be assigned to the space between the two 

supramolecular cations of C. The Ch2 channel was divided into compartments separated 

by "bamboo nodes" as a result of the penetration of supramolecular cation C. Dy2POM 

units were embedded in each of the compartments separated by the bamboo nodes (Figure 

4-5d). The distance between the adjacent Dy2POM units in the channel was 4.641 Å, as 

measured between the centers of the nearest O atoms (Figure 4-5d). Considering the van 
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der Waals radius of the O atom (1.52 Å), there was a space of 1.60 Å between the Dy2POM 

ends along the c-axis (Figure 4-5c). In addition, Dy2POM was separated by (Na)(B18C6) 

in the a- and b-axes directions. The central F distances between adjacent Dy2POM units 

were 17.566 and 17.872 Å along the a- and b-axes, respectively (Figure 4-7), while 

intramolecular Dy distance was 4.368 Å. The Dy2POM units were spatially and therefore 

magnetically isolated from each other in the compartments between the bamboo nodes. 

 

 
Figure 4-4. One-dimensional (1D) array of supramolecular cations in crystal 6-Dy along the c-axis. 

The (Na+)(B18C6) units of A, B, C, and D are shown in green, blue, magenta, and orange, 

respectively. The 1D chains of (a) A and B (AB-chain) and (b) C and D (CD-chain). 
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Figure 4-5. Crystal structure of 6-Dy. The colors of supramolecular cations A, B, C, and D are the 

same as in Figure 4-3. Supramolecular cations are shown in the space filling model. H2O molecules 

other than H2O coordinated to Na and Dy are omitted. (a) c-axis projection, showing the two types 

of 1D channels, Ch1 and Ch2, formed along the c-axis direction are indicated by dotted line squares 

and circles, respectively. (b) Supramolecular cation B penetrating Ch2, acting similar to a “bamboo 

node.” Black and red arrows indicate the center-to-center (3.616 Å) and end-to-end distances (1.2 

Å) of the nearest hydrogen atoms. (c) b-axis projection showing compartments separated by 

bamboo nodes. (d) Alignment of Dy2POM along the c-axis divided by bamboo nodes. The distance 

between adjacent Dy2POM units is 4.641 Å, as measured between the centers of the nearest O atoms. 
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Figure 4-6. One-dimensional channel structures of (a) Ch1 and (b) Ch2 along the c-axis in crystal 6-Dy, 

displayed using the void function of Mercury software. The inner wall of the channel vacancy is shown in 

yellow and the outer wall in white. To display the Ch1 and Ch2, uncoordinated crystalline H2O molecules 

and Dy2POM are removed from the structure, respectively. The distances shown are the center-to-center 

distances of the corresponding terminal atoms minus the van der Waals radii. 
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Figure 4-7. Packing structure of crystal 6-Dy viewed along the (a) b and (b) c axes. The central F- 

distances between adjacent Dy2POMs are given in the figure. 
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4-4. IR spectra 

The IR spectra of crystals 6 are shown in the Figure 4-8. Compounds 6 all exhibit similar profile. 

The band of 3645 cm-1 is attributed to the stretch of O-H bond of H2O. The band near 1118 cm-1 

implied the C–O–C asymmetric stretching vibration of B[18]crown-6 molecule. Characteristic bands 

around 1594, 1503 and 1450 cm-1 are assigned to benzene ring stretch of B[18]crown-6 molecule. 

As for the bands at 700-1000 cm-1, that is caused by the asymmetric stretch of the W–Oc and W–

Ob and of the W–Od.  

 

 

Figure 4-8. IR spectra of crystals 6-Ln. 

 

4-5. Power X-ray diffraction analysis  

The purity of crystalline powders of crystals 6 were confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction 

(PXRD), which is shown in Figure 4-9. The experimental patterns of crystals 6 are in accord with 

the corresponding simulated patterns derived from the single crystal data, indicating the presence 

of mainly one crystalline phase. 
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Figure 4-9. PXRD patterns of crystals 6. 
 

4-6. Thermogravimetric analysis 

    As shown Figure 4-10, the three compounds display a similar trend as the temperature increases 

since they are isomorphic. The amount of H2O in the crystals is difficult to determine accurately 

because the TGA curve includes desorption of other molecules. Since the desorption curve is 

nearly linear from 100 to 180 °C, it is assumed that desorption of water molecules ends at 180 °C. 

The weight loss of 5.2 wt% at 180 °C corresponds to about 28 molecules of H2O per crystal 

composition. 

 

 

Figure 4-10. Thermogravimetric analysis of crystals 6. 
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4-7. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

 

Figure 4-11. XPS spectra of crystal 6-Dy. (a) survey scan, Inset: the core level spectrum of F 1s, (b) the 

core level scan for N 1s, (c) the core level scan for B 1s. 

 

4-8. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) 
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Figure 4-12. The EDS spectrum of crystal 6-Dy. Inset: magnified SEM image of view of crystal 6-Dy.  

 

Table 4-1. Elemental composition results of crystal 6-Dy. 

Element Mass (%) Mass Norm. (%) Atom (%) abs. error (%) (1 sigma) 

C 17.92 24.87 49.24 1.98 

O 21.19 28.02 41.65 2.22 

F 0.27 0.38 0.48 0.07 

Na 1.71 2.37 2.46 0.12 

P 0.46 0.63 0.49 0.05 

W 30.20 41.92 5.42 1.43 

Dy 1.30 1.80 0.26 0.10 

 96.20 100.00 100.00  

 
When the acceleration voltage is fixed, it is generally difficult to quantify atoms that are far apart 

in atomic number, because the electron diffusion region becomes smaller as the atomic number 

increases. Therefore, only F, Na, and P with close atomic numbers were compared. Conductive 
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carbon tape was used to fix the sample, therefore the comparison of carbon and oxygen contents 

are not applied.194 

 

4-9. Crystallographic data of the crystals 6. 

Table 4-2. Crystallographic and structure refinements for Crystals 6.  

Crystal 6-Dy 6-Er 6-Tb 

Formula C160H296Dy2Na10O166F2P2W22 C160H296Er2Na10O166F2P2W22 C160H296Tb2Na10O166F2P2W22 

Molecular weight/ 

g mol−1 
9575.27 9584.79 9568.12 

Crystal system triclinic triclinic triclinic 

space group P1 P1 P1 

a/Å 17.5657(6) 17.6045(4) 17.5397(3) 

b/Å 17.8718(6) 17.8574(5) 17.8838(3) 

c/Å 24.6678(7) 24.6339(5) 24.6024(4) 

α/deg 83.624(3) 83.587(2) 83.6840(10) 

β/deg 78.593(3) 78.712(2) 78.4080(10) 

γ/deg 66.807(3) 66.803(2) 66.6190(10) 

V / Å3 6972.8(4) 6975.3(3) 6935.1(2) 

Z 1 1 1 

T / K 94 94 94 

ρcalc / g cm−3 2.108 2.111 2.117 

μ / mm−1 20.085 9.737 19.829 

F(000) 4085.0 4096.0 4086.0 

2θ / o 5.384 to 145.12 3.878 to 61.984 5.386 to 145.576 

Reflections collected 81221 35426 89294 

Independent 

reflections 
26470 35426  26546  

Data / restraints / 

param 
26470/517/1508 35426/403/1511 26546/328/1540 

Rint 0.0440 0.0433 0.0341 

R1 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.0824 0.1064 0.0557 

wR2 (all data) 0.2706 0.3398 0.1681 

GOF on F2 1.035 1.170 1.063 

Δρmax/min/e Å−3 3.471/-1.704 16.04/-8.45 1.85/-3.22 
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4-10. Magnetic properties 

4-10-1. Static magnetism.  

    The temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibilities (m) of crystals 6 on 

polycrystalline samples were measured in the temperature range of 2 – 300 K under an applied 

magnetic field of 1000 Oe as shown in Figure 4-13. The χMT values 26.77, 21.55 and 23.20 cm3 K 

mol-1 for crystals 6-Dy, 6-Er and 6-Tb at room temperature are closed to the theoretical values for 

two free Ln3+ ions 28.33 (Dy, 6H15/2), 22.96 (Er, 4I15/2) and 23.64 (Tb, 7F6), respectively. The mT 

value of crystal 6-Dy increases significantly with decreasing temperature below 30 K, reaching 

32.14 cm3 K mol-1 at 2 K. The results indicate that weak ferromagnetic interactions between Dy 

cations bridged by fluoride that is strong enough to balance the thermal depopulation of excited 

states of Dy3+.178,193,195  On the other hand, the drop in χΜΤ values of compounds 6-Er and 6-Tb 

may be ascribed to the progressive depopulation of the excited Stark sublevels and/or 

antiferromagnetic exchange interactions.  

 

 

Figure 4-13. Plots of magnetic susceptibility (χMT) vs temperature (T) for crystals 6, respectively.  

 

4-10-2. Dynamic magnetic properties of crystal 6-Dy. 

    To investigate the magnetic dynamics of individual Dy2POM units, temperature and frequency 

dependence of ac susceptibilities were measured. Figure 4-14 shows the temperature and 
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frequency dependence of the real (χ′) and imaginary (χ′′) parts of the magnetic susceptibilities 

under zero Oe direct magnetic field of crystal 6-Dy. Remarkable temperature and frequency 

dependence are observed, indicating that the Dy2POM unit exhibits a slow relaxation of 

magnetization typical of SMMs. However, no peak is observed in the plots of temperature 

dependence and χ′ and χ′′ values increase rapidly with temperature decreasing, which is ascribed 

to the typical quantum tunneling that is common in the reported SMMs.196–198  

 

  

  

Figure 4-14. Temperature dependence and frequency dependence of χ′ and χ′′signals under zero direct field 

and an oscillating field of 3 Oe of crystal 6-Dy. 

 

    The application of a dc field may fully or partly remove the ground state degeneracy and 

suppress the quantum tunneling.148,149 In order to find the most suitable field for crystal 6-Dy, 

susceptibilities at 1.8 K, in static field from 0 – 3000 Oe and an oscillating field of 3 Oe were 
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measured. As shown on Figure 4-15, from 0 – 1000 Oe, when field is increasing, peak of out-of-

phase(χ′′) plots shifts to lower frequency. After 1000 Oe, peak shifts back to higher frequency with 

field increasing. In the peaks that occur in the low frequency region, 400 Oe is the smallest dc field, 

which is selected as the optimum field. Therefore, the ac magnetic susceptibilities of crystal 6-Dy 

is measured under the applied dc magnetic field of 400 Oe (Figure 4-16). With applied dc field, 

obvious peaks can be observed in temperature-dependence plots and the peak of out-of-phase(χ′′) 

versus frequency(v) plots around lower temperature shifts to lower frequency as shown in Figure 

4-16, which indicates that quantum tunneling effect is suppressed effectively.  

 

  

Figure 4-15. Field dependence of χ′ and χ′′ signals of crystal 6-Dy at 1.8 K under different under direct 

field from 0 – 3000 Oe and an oscillating field of 3 Oe. 
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Figure 4-16. Temperature dependence and frequency dependence of χ′ and χ′′signals under 400 Oe direct 

field and an oscillating field of 3 Oe of crystal 6-Dy. 

 

    The Cole–Cole plots of 6-Dy under 0 and 400 Oe dc field in the form of χ′′ νs. χ′ were obtained 

and fitted to the Debye model (eq. 4.1) (Figure 4-17 and Table 4-3).199 As shown in Figure 4-17, 

the Cole–Cole plots of 0 and 400 Oe direct field show a nearly semi-circle shape. The distribution 

coefficient (α) of 0 Oe direct field is greater than 0.34 confirming a wide distribution of the 

relaxation time. The distribution coefficient (α) of 400 Oe direct field is around 0.3, indicating a 

narrower distribution of the relaxation time than under 0 Oe dc field.  

 

χ(ω) = χS + 
( )( ))

    (eq. 4.1) 
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Figure 4-17. Cole−Cole plots for temperatures between 1.8−10 K under a zero and 400 Oe dc field with the 

best fit to the single Debye model for crystal 6-Dy. The Solid lines represent fits to the data. 

 

Table 4-3. The best fitting parameters for Cole−Cole plots of compound 6-Dy at varying temperatures under 

zero and 400 Oe applied dc field. 

0 Oe 400Oe 

T χS χT α χS χT α 

1.8 0 21.192466 0.45035163 0.47720395 28.477204 0.2633432 

1.9 0 19.3937972 0.44446635 0.69298358 26.1929836 0.2337136 

2 0 18.2442194 0.44742188 0.63435157 24.9343516 0.24015537 

2.1 0 17.0863057 0.44985993 0.61247377 23.6124738 0.24373576 

2.2 0 16.3184765 0.45059601 0.65285526 22.6528553 0.23941641 

2.4 0 14.5864714 0.45686191 0.531479 20.531479 0.257792 

2.6 0 13.1960621 0.45946906 0.44538531 18.4453853 0.28599004 

2.8 0 11.9462859 0.45576124 0.44244205 17.442442 0.29620814 

3 0 11.0758819 0.46236295 0.40297562 16.4029756 0.31354316 

3.2 0 10.1693286 0.46430385 0.41549169 15.2154917 0.31935654 

3.4 0 9.05940515 0.47166921 0.41065941 14.2106594 0.33015173 

3.5 0 8.02227386 0.46693983 0.49149924 13.4914992 0.31846465 

4 0 7.15589366 0.47337803 0.45522819 11.9552282 0.35379342 

4.5 0 6.13996775 0.4739653 0.5754422 10.2754422 0.35112705 

5 0 5.5714513 0.48668961 0.63509855 9.13509855 0.3608778 

6 0.03073985 4.50138187 0.485899 0.90417032 7.40417032 0.35140942 

7 0.32027434 3.7928435 0.46476434 0.81421822 6.31421822 0.38144872 

8 0.66946806 3.27265807 0.42838084 1.1274637 5.4274637 0.35959779 

9 0.90865253 2.88093638 0.38782117 1.37139023 4.77139023 0.33849239 

10 1.02671352 2.56745008 0.34751153 1.61126828 4.26126828 0.30040819 
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    Magnetic relaxation time (τ) was calculated using the single-relaxation Debye model 

(Figure 4-17 and Tables 4-3). Temperature dependence of τ−1 under 0 and 400 Oe dc field 

is shown in Figure 4-18. It is worth noting that the τ of 6-Dy became weakly dependent 

on T as the temperature decreased under both dc field, implying the existence of multiple 

pathways for the relaxation of the magnetization. The magnetization relaxation barriers 

of 6-Dy under 0 and 400 Oe dc field were determined from the frequency-dependent data 

according to equation 4.2 and equation 4.3, respectively. τQTM represents the temperature-

independent QTM. The first term of eq. 4.3 represents the direct relaxation process, where 

A is the fitting parameter, and H is the magnetic field. The second term represents the Orbach 

process of thermally activated relaxation. Ueff is the effective energy barrier for 

magnetization reversal, and kB is Boltzmann's constant.200 

    Without a direct magnetic field, a full model including various combination of QTM, 

Raman and Orbach relaxation process have been investigated to fit the experimental data, 

and the best result was obtain for the QTM+Orbach model (eq. 4.2) with Ueff/kB = 14.8 K, 

τ0 = 2.38 × 10–5 s, and τQTM = 2.74 × 10–3 s. The obtained τ0 and Ueff/kB values were 

comparable to those of other reported Dy dinuclear SMMs.201,202 With the application of 400 

Oe dc field, the temperature dependence of τ was reproduced using eq. 4.3 with Ueff/kB = 

28.6 K, τ0 = 3.04 × 10–5 s, and A = 1.37 × 10–10 s. Because the temperature dependence of 

τ could be fitted with a direct term, QTM was effectively suppressed under a direct magnetic 

field of 400 Oe. 

 

𝜏 = 𝜏 + 𝜏 𝑒𝑥𝑝 − ,  (eq. 4.2) 

𝜏 = 𝐴𝐻 𝑇 + 𝜏 𝑒𝑥𝑝 − .                 (eq. 4.3) 
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Figure 4-18. Magnetic relaxation rate for crystal 6-Dy by AC magnetometry under 0 and 400 Oe direct 

magnetic fields (note: log-log scale). Black-open and -closed circles correspond to the τ under 0 and 400 

Oe direct magnetic fields, respectively. Blue and purple lines were fit with eq. (4.2) using Ueff = 14.8 K, τ0 

= 2.38 × 10–5 s, and τQTM = 2.74 × 10–3 s, and with eq. (4.3) using Ueff = 28.6 K, τ0 = 3.04 × 10–5 s, and A = 

1.37 × 10–10 Oe–4 K–1 s–1, respectively. Magenta-, green- and orange-color lines are the Orbach, QTM, and 

direct components, respectively. 

 

4-10-3. Dynamic magnetic properties of crystal 6-Er 

    Figure 4-19 shows the temperature dependence of the real (χ′) and imaginary (χ′′) parts of the 

magnetic susceptibilities under zero Oe direct magnetic field of crystal 6-Er. Weak temperature 

dependence is observed. Therefore, magnetic susceptibilities at 1.8 K, in static field from 0 – 3000 

Oe and an oscillating field of 3 Oe were measured to find the optimum dc field. As shown on 

Figure 4-20, from 0 – 2200 Oe, when filed is increasing, peak shifts to lower frequency. After 

2200 Oe, peak shifts to higher frequency with field increasing. In the peaks that occur in the low 

frequency region, 2000 Oe is the smallest dc field, which is selected as the optimum field.  

Therefore, the ac magnetic susceptibilities of crystal 6-Er were measured under the applied dc 

magnetic field of 2000 Oe (Figure 4-21). With applied dc field, remarkable temperature and 

frequency dependence as well as obvious peaks can be observed, displaying a slow relaxation of 

magnetization typical of SMMs.  
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Figure 4-19. Temperature dependence of χ′ and χ′′signals of crystal 6-Er under zero direct field and an 

oscillating field of 3 Oe. 

 

 

  

Figure 4-20. Field dependence of χ′ and χ′′ signals of crystal 6-Er at 1.8 K under different under direct field 

from 0 – 3000 Oe and an oscillating field of 3 Oe. 
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Figure 4-21. Temperature dependence and frequency dependence of χ′ and χ′′signals of crystal 6-Er under 

2000 Oe direct field and an oscillating field of 3 Oe. 

 

    The Cole–Cole plot of 6-Er under 2000 Oe dc field in the form of χ′′ νs. χ′ was obtained and 

fitted to the Debye model (eq. 4.1) (Figure 4-22 and Table 4-4). The Cole–Cole plots show a nearly 

semi-circle shape and a distribution coefficient (α) greater than 0.3 was determined, confirming a 

relatively wide distribution of the relaxation time. 
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Figure 4-22. Cole−Cole plots for temperatures between 1.8−5 K under 2000 Oe dc field with the best fit 

to the single Debye model for crystal 6-Er. The Solid lines represent fits to the data. 

 

Table 4-4. The best fitting parameters for Cole−Cole plots of compound 6-Er at varying temperatures under 

2000 Oe applied dc field. 

T χS χT α 

1.8 0.66534024 11.1653402 0.33110291 

1.9 0.7039369 10.7039369 0.32457446 

2 0.59496191 10.3949619 0.34147093 

2.1 0.39194694 10.1919469 0.36993665 

2.2 0.32326709 10.0232671 0.37846386 

2.4 0.37205503 9.37205503 0.38023339 

2.6 0.51325835 8.81325835 0.37498977 

2.8 0.55894545 8.35894545 0.38239638 

3 0.57194299 7.97194299 0.3953987 

3.2 0.68009244 7.58009244 0.39760431 

3.4 0.83245044 7.23245044 0.39869487 

3.5 0.91779784 7.11779784 0.4005799 

4 1.39696855 6.39696855 0.38117195 

4.5 2.31976489 5.81976489 0.32964393 

5 2.34750295 5.34750295 0.2956179 
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    The magnetization relaxation time (τ) of 6-Er under 2000 Oe dc field were determined 

from the frequency-dependent data according to Debye model (Figure 4-22 and Tables 4-

4). The magnetization relaxation barriers of 6-Er under 2000 Oe dc field were determined 

from the frequency-dependent data according to equation 4.4, by which the experimental 

data can be best-fitted. The first term of eq. 4.4 represents the bottleneck process, where A 

is the fitting parameter, and H is the magnetic field. The temperature dependence of ln(τ) could 

be fitted using eq. 4.4 with Ueff/kB = 24.5 K, τ0 = 4.1 × 10-7 s, and A = 6.70 × 10–12 s (Figure 

4-23).  

 

𝜏 = 𝐴𝐻 𝑇 + 𝜏 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −      (eq. 4.4) 

 

 

 

Figure 4-23. Magnetic relaxation rate for crystal 6-Er by AC magnetometry under 2000 Oe direct magnetic 

fields (note: log-log scale). Red-open circles correspond to the τ. Black line is fit with eq. (4.3) using Ueff = 

24.5 K, τ0 = 4.1 × 10–7 s, and A = 6.70 × 10–12 Oe–4 K–1 s–1. Green- and blue-colored lines are the bottleneck 

and Orbach process, respectively. 
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4-10-4. Dynamic magnetic properties of crystal 6-Tb 

    Under zero dc field, in the range of 2 – 10 K, crystal 6-Tb doesn’t show any signal of 

temperature-dependence in both in-phase and out-of-phase plots as shown in Figure 4-24. 

 

 

Figure 4-24. Temperature dependence of χ′ and χ′′signals of crystal 6-Tb under zero direct field and an 

oscillating field of 3 Oe. 

 

4-11. Conclusion 

    Using (Na)(B18C6) as a counter cation, we succeeded in isolating three fluoride-bridged 

dinuclear Ln complexes with lacunary Keggin ligands (Ln2POM) in the crystals 

[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)0.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)

1.75]2[((PW11O39)Ln(H2O)2)2F)][(Na)(B18C6)]2(F)•12H2O (Ln = Tb, Dy and Er for 6-Tb, 

6-Dy and 6-Er, respectively). (Na)(B18C6) was one-dimensionally arranged in the crystal, 

forming a bamboo-like channel structure. Ln2POM units were embedded between "bamboo 

nodes" and completely isolated from neighbouring complexes. Thus, it was possible to 

evaluate the magnetic properties of Ln2POM as a single molecule. Weak ferromagnetic 

interactions between Dy cations bridged by fluoride were observed. Dy2POM (6-Dy) and 

Er2POM (6-Er) display magnetic relaxation characteristics of an SMM at low temperatures 

Magnetic relaxation proceeded via the Orbach process, and the absolute values of the 
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effective energy barrier and relaxation time indicated that the SMM properties were 

essentially attributable to single ions. 

    There are two possible reasons for the observed SMM behaviour: the effect of the 

diamagnetic lacunary POM ligands and the effect of spatial isolation by supramolecular 

cations. The supramolecular approach is effective in achieving isolated SMM structures in 

crystals for complexes where spatial isolation is essential for SMM behaviour. 115 In future, 

we plan to test its usefulness with other SMM candidate molecules. 
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Chapter V 
General Conclusion  
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 In this thesis, I have explored the magnetic properties of multinuclear lanthanide complexes with 

α-lacunary Keggin POMs as a ligand, which has many active oxygen sites and a clear symmetry, 

by controlling the arrangement of the complexes using the symmetry and self-organizing ability 

of the counter cations.  

    In Chapter 3, I discussed the effect of simple ammonium counter cations on the symmetry of 

lanthanide trinuclear triangle (Ln3CO3) units formed by a μ3-η2:η2:η2-carbonate ligand sandwiched 

by a lacunary Keggin POMs [PW9O34] with C3v symmetry. Simple ammonium cations, 

methylammonium, dimethylammonium, trimethylammonium, tetramethylammonium and 

diprotonated 1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane with the symmetry of C∞ν, C2v, C3v, Td and D3h, 

respectively, were provided. Ten sandwich-type POMs (CH3NH3
+)10Na[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3] 

(Ln = Tb, Dy, Er and Y for crystals 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er and 1-Y, respectively, MA = 

methylammonium), ((CH3)2NH2
+)11[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (2) (DMA = dimethylammonium), 

(CH3)3NH+)8Na3[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (3), (TriMA = trimethylammonium), 

(CH3)4N+)6Na5[(PW9O34)2(H2OTb)3CO3] (4), (TMA = tetramethylammonium), and 

(H2DABCO2+)6[(PW9O34)2(H2OLn)3CO3](BF4) (Ln = Tb, Dy and Er for crystals 5-Tb, 5-Dy and 

5-Er, respectively), were synthesized. Crystals 1 and 4 gave space groups with high symmetry, 

P63/m and R3m, respectively, and an equilateral triangular (Ln3CO3) structure was maintained in 

the complex. The highly symmetric structure of these crystals is induced by the supramolecular 

structure formed by hydrogen bonding between ammonium derivatives and water molecules. The 

number of hydrogen-bonding sites is one of the critical parameters that leads to the high symmetry 

of the crystals. Crystals 2 and 3 take the polar space groups Pna21 and Cmc21, respectively, 

because the DMA+ and TriMA+ cations have low symmetry and only two and one hydrogen 

bonding sites, respectively. In crystal 5, another highly symmetric space group of P63/mcm was 

achieved by the introduction of highly symmetric BF4
- (Td) anions through hydrogen bonding 

interaction not the [H2DABCO]2+ (D3h) cations. However, the equilateral triangle composed of 

three Ln3+ ions could not be maintained. Crystals 1-Tb, 1-Dy, 1-Er, 2, 3 and 4 exhibited a slow 

relaxation of magnetization typical of single molecular magnets in temperature-dependent ac 

susceptibility measurements under static magnetic field. It’s worth noting that the magnetic 

relaxation in equilateral Ln3-triangle is more prominent, which will be deeply studied in future. 
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    In Chapter 4, the supramolecular approach is adopted to isolate SMM structures in crystals. 

Using (Na)(B18C6) as a counter cation, we succeeded in isolating three fluoride-bridged 

dinuclear Ln complexes with lacunary Keggin ligands (Dy2POM) in the crystals 

[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)0.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)1.5]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)]2[(Na)(B18C6)(H2O)

1.75]2[((PW11O39)Ln(H2O)2)2F)][(Na)(B18C6)]2(F)•12H2O (Ln = Tb, Dy and Er for 6-Tb, 

6-Dy and 6-Er, respectively). (Na)(B18C6) was one-dimensionally arranged in the crystal, 

forming a bamboo-like channel structure. Ln2POM units were embedded between "bamboo 

nodes" and completely isolated from neighbouring complexes. Thus, it was possible to 

evaluate the magnetic properties of Ln2POM as a single molecule. Weak ferromagnetic 

interactions between Dy cations bridged by fluoride were observed. Dy2POM (6-Dy) and 

Er2POM (6-Er) display magnetic relaxation characteristics of an SMM at low temperatures 

Magnetic relaxation proceeded via the Orbach process, and the absolute values of the 

effective energy barrier and relaxation time indicated that the SMM properties were 

essentially attributable to single ions. There are two possible reasons for the observed SMM 

behaviour: the effect of the diamagnetic lacunary POM ligands and the effect of spatial 

isolation by supramolecular cations. The supramolecular approach is effective in achieving 

isolated SMM structures in crystals for complexes where spatial isolation is essential for 

SMM behaviour. 115 In future, we plan to test its usefulness with other SMM candidate 

molecules. 

    In this thesis, the equilateral triangle motifs composed of three Ln3+ ions bridged by one 

carbonate ligand were successfully constructed within the sandwich POM anions by 

introducing highly symmetric organic cations. Meanwhile, the influence of symmetry 

compatibility and hydrogen bonding interaction between cations and POM anions, were 

studied. We found that the symmetry and hydrogen bonding interaction play a significant 

role in the assembly structure of POMs. In addition, we proved that the supramolecular 

cations can be used in the isolation of SMM molecule successfully. 
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Appendix 

Crystal Structure Modulated by Supramolecular Cations 

[(Na+)x(DB[24]crown-8)] with distinct symmetry in [W10O32]4-(x = 1 or 2) 

Introduction 

    Crystal engineering design is an effective means to develop new inorganic functional materials 

and optimize the crystal structure by atomic-scale manipulation. A significant object must be 

considered in crystal engineering is symmetry, by which the topology structure of target crystals 

can be predicted. Then, these design of structures in turn can be translated to physical or chemical 

properties in a solid. For example, for metal oxides, no it is matter simple or complicated, both 

exhibit high structural variability that allows for cooperative symmetry-breaking interactions 

toward organized structures with intriguing and technologically important electronic, magnetic, 

dielectric, optical, and catalytic properties.203–210 Among metal oxides, the polyoxometalates 

possessing high symmetry attracted intense attention due to its special structure of high charges 

and strongly basic oxygen surfaces with application in medicine, catalysis, multifunctional 

materials, chemical analysis, molecular rotators and so on.54–60 Figure 5-1 shows the structure of 

some highly symmetric POMs: the Lindqvist structure [M6O19]q-(M6) with nominal Oh symmetry, 

the α-Keggin structure, α-[XM12O40]q- (XM12) with nominal Td symmetry, the α-Wells-Dawson 

structure, α-[X2M18O62]q- (X2M18) of nominal D3h symmetry, the Pope-Jeannin-Preyssler anion, 

[(Na)P5W30O110]14- (P5W30) of nominal D5h symmetry, and the [W10O32]4- with nominal D4h 

symmetry, in which [W10O32]4- with nominal D4h symmetry is used in this chapter.141 
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Figure 1. Ball-and-stick view of the following POM structures: [M6O19]q-, α-[XM12O40]q-, α-[X2M18O62]q-, 

and [(Na)P5W30O110]14-. Blue and red spheres represent metal (M ) and oxygen atoms, respectively; white 

spheres represent heteroatoms X. The orange sphere represents the Na+ cation.  

 

    The architecture of POMs is dramatically affected by the incorporation of heteroatom templates, 

heterometallic centers, lacunary building blocks, different protonation states, cations, anions, and 

ligands. As our group already reported that highly flexible supramolecular cations can regulate the 

crystal symmetry and realize noncentrosymmetric crystal structure even for spherical Keggin 

crystals.144 By using counter cations with moderate symmetry, the crystal structure of POMs are 

regulated and their symmetric structures within the crystal are realized. In this chapter, in order to 

investigate the effect of supramolecular cations symmetry on crystalline packing structures, 

distinct symmetry of supramolecular cations [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-8)] and [(Na+)(DB[24]crown-

8)] has been designed and introduced to [W10O32]4- anions. Two crystals of [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-

8)]2[(W10O32)] (7) and [(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8)]4[(W10O32)] (8) were obtained. The relationship 

between the symmetry of supramolecular cations and polyoxoanions was discussed. 

 
Synthesis of crystals [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-8)]2[(W10O32)] (7) and 
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[(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8)]2[(W10O32)] (8) 

    Crystal 7 was synthesized using standard diffusion method in a straight tube. First, the synthesis 

of solution as bottom layer. Solid DyCl3·6H2O was dissolved in 10 mL H2O, during stirring, then 

a solution of Na2CO3 (1.00 M) was added slowly, giving rise to pH = 6.1. After the temperature 

of the solution is up to 80 oC, Na8H[PW9O34] (1.0 g, 0.42 mmol) was added and the mixed solution 

was kept stirring at 80 oC for 1 hour. Then the solution was cooled to room temperature and 

centrifugated to remove the insoluble material. The resulting clear solution of 5 mL was added 

into tube as bottom layer. Then 4 mL of water was added into tube as middle buffer layer. Last, 

10 mL of CH3CN solution containing dibenzo-24-crown-8-ether (100 mg, 0.22 mmol) and 

[HDABCO]+(BF4
-) (600 mg, 3 mmol) was introduced into the top layer of the tube. After a month, 

dark blue block crystals were obtained. 

Crystal 8 was synthesized using standard diffusion method in a straight tube. 5 mL of saturated 

aqueous solution of Na4W10O32 was added to the tube as bottom layer. 2 mL of H2O and 2 mL of 

CH3CN were set as middle buffer layer, and then 7 mL CH3CN solution containing dibenzo-24-

crown-8-ether (135 mg, 0.3 mmol) was introduced into the tube as top layer. After a week, green 

rhomboid crystals formed. Anal. calcd for C96H128Na4O64W10 (%): C 27.22, H 3.05; found (%): C 

27.19, H 3.03. Selected IR data (KBr, cm-1): 3466(w), 3082(s), 2921(m), 2873(m), 1670(w), 

1589(m), 1501(s), 1455(s), 1372(w), 1342(m), 1283(m), 1245(s), 1194(m), 1118(s), 1087(s), 

1046(s), 994(w), 955(s) 947(s), 910(w), 887(s), 842(w), 792(s), 749(s), 578(m). 

 

Crystal structure of crystal 7. 

    Crystal 7 crystallizes in the tetragonal space group P4/ncc. As shown in the Figure 2, half of 

[(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-8)], 1/4 polyoxometalates anion W10O32
4- and one water molecule are 

crystallographically independent. As shown in Figure 3a, W10O32
4- display high symmetry with a 

C4 axis through O15, W4, O13, O9, W1 and O5 atoms, which is parallel with c-axis. As shown in 

Figure 3b, two Na+ ions are encapsulated in one DB[24]crown-8-ether constituting supramolecular 

cation of [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-8)] similar with boat shape through electrostatic interaction, in 

which a C2 axis through the middle of two Na+ ions exists. 
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Figure 2. Crystallographically independent structure of crystal 7 at 94 K. C, O, Na and W are shown in gray, 

white, lavender and blue, respectively. 

 

Figure 3 (a) The structure of W10O32
4- and [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-8)] in the crystal 7. Color code is as same 

as that in Figure 2. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 

 

    In crystal 7, resembling a dumbbell, each side of elongated W10O32
4- anion is surrounded by 

four supramolecular cations of [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-8)], which are symmetric over the C4 axis 

through W10O32
4- anion as shown in Figure 4. The distance between adjacent W10O32

4- anions is 

5.524 Å and 7.846 Å at the centers of the nearest O atoms along c-axis (O5O15) and ab-plane 

(O8O11), respectively (Figure 5). W10O32
4- anions and [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-8)] 

(b) 

(a) 
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supramolecular cations are alternately arranged along c-axis (Figure 5b). We can see that W10O32
4- 

anions are separated by supramolecular cations of [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-8)]. As shown in Figure 

5-5a, channel 1 with diameter of 6.391 Å is constructed by the packing of the cave from 

DB[24]crown-8-ether, in which Na+ accommodates. The diameter of channel 1 is measured based 

on the centers of the nearest O atoms (O2O2) of DB[24]crown-8-ether. Then, as shown in Figure 

5b, along c-axis, channel 2 with diameter of 6.481 Å is built from the alternate packing of W10O32
4- 

anions and supramolecular cations in C4 symmetry, in which water molecules are filled. The 

diameter of channel 2 is measured based on the centers of the nearest H atoms at the benzene ring 

(H3H3) of DB[24]crown-8-ether.  

 

 

Figure 4 The arrangement of [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-8)] supramolecular cations around each [W10O32
4-] 

anion in the crystal 7. Hydrogen atoms and water molecules are omitted for clarity. [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-

8)] supramolecular cations are shown in yellow. [W10O32
4-] anions are shown in blue. Na+ ions are depicted 

as balls, and the others are shown as stick models. 
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Figure 5. The packing structure of crystal 7. The oxygen atoms of water molecules and Na+ ions are 

shown in balls, and the others are shown as stick models. Color mode is the same as in Figure 5-3. 

 

Crystal structure of crystal 8. 

   Crystal 8 crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbca, different from crystal 7, although 

it has the same composition as crystal 7. Half of the W10O32
4- anion structure and two 

(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8) supramolecular cations (denoted A and B, respectively) are 

crystallographically independent (Figure 6 and 7). Every W10O32
4- anion is surrounded by eight 

supramolecular cations (A) and eight supramolecular cations (B) (Figure 8). As shown in Figure 

5-9, it can be observed that POM anions within crystal 1 are packing with rhombus-like style along 

the ac plane, and then closed pack along the b axis. [(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8)] supramolecular cations 

occupy the space between POM anions. Compared with crystal 7 with high symmetry, no rotation 

axis and mirror plane exist in Crystal 8 and the original C4 axis of W10O32
4- is lost, which can be 

assigned to the introduction of lower symmetry of supramolecular cations [(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8)].  

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 6. Crystallographically independent structure of crystal 8 at 94 K. C, O, Na and W are shown in 

gray, white and blue, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 7. Crystallographically independent structure of (Na)( DB[24]crown-8) units (A and B) in crystal 8 

at 94 K. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Gray, white and purple atoms correspond to carbon, oxygen 

and sodium, respectively. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 8. The arrangement of [(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8)] supramolecular cations around each [W10O32
4-] 

anion in the crystal 8. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. [(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8)] supramolecular 

cations of A and B are shown in orange and magenta stick models. [W10O32
4-] anions are shown in blue 

polyhedral.  
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Figure 9. (a) The packing structure of crystal 8. (b) The packing structure of [W10O32
4-] anions in the crystal. 

(c) The packing structure of [(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8)] supramolecular cations of A in the crystal. (d) The 

packing structure of [(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8)] supramolecular cations of B in the crystal. 

[(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8)] supramolecular cations are shown in stick models. [W10O32
4-] anions in (a) and (b) 

are shown in blue polyhedral and blue stick model, respectively. 

 

IR spectra 

    The IR spectra of crystal 8 is shown in the Figure 10. The band near 1113 cm-1 implied the C–O–

C asymmetric stretching vibration of DB[24]crown-8 molecule. Characteristic bands around 1589, 

1493 and 1456 cm-1 are assigned to benzene ring stretch of DB[24]crown-8 molecule. As for the 

bands at 700-1000 cm-1, that is caused by the stretch of the W–O–W and W–Od terminal bonds.  
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Figure 10. The IR spectra of crystal 8. 

 

Power X-ray diffraction analysis  

The purity of crystalline powders of crystal 8 were confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), 

which is shown in Figure 11. The experimental patterns of crystal 8 is in accord with the 

corresponding simulated patterns derived from the single crystal data, indicating the presence of 

mainly one crystalline phase. 

 

Figure 11. PXRD pattern of crystal 8. 

8 
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Thermogravimetric analysis. 

    As shown Figure 12, about 42% loss from 300 to 370 oC is consistent with the loss of dibenzo-

24-crown-8-ether (42.34%). 

 

 

Figure 12. Thermogravimetric analysis of crystal 8. 
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Crystallographic data of the crystals 7-8. 

Table 1. Crystallographic and structure refinements for Crystals 7 - 8. 

Crystal 7 8 

Formula C48H64Na4O54W10 C96H128Na4O64W10 

Molecular weight/g mol−1 3435.45 4236.36 

Crystal system tetragonal orthorhombic 

space group P4/ncc Pbca 

a/Å 18.5513(2) 24.6709(4) 

b/Å 18.5513(2) 18.7440(3) 

c/Å 34.9414(6) 25.0086(4) 

α/deg 90 90 

β/deg 90 90 

γ/deg 90 90 

V / Å3 12025.1(3) 11564.8(3) 

Z 4 4 

T / K 94 94 

ρcalc / g cm−3 1.898 2.402 

μ / mm−1 9.607 10.003 

F(000) 6272.0 7915.0 

2θ / o 3.882 to 49.998 3.652 to 61.648 

Reflections collected 95590 69937 

Independent reflections 5303 [Rint = 0.0497] 15133 [Rint = 0.0738] 

Data / restraints / param 5303/32/262 15133/0/775 

Rint 0.0497 0.0738 

R1 [I > 2σ(I)]  0.0766 0.0362 

wR2 (all data) 0.2028 0.0979 

GOF on F2 1.061 1.037 

Δρmax/min/e Å−3 5.38/-2.72 3.42/-1.80 
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Conclusion. 

    By introducing two kinds of supramolecular cations with distinct symmetry, two totally different 

crystal structures with highly symmetric space group of P4/ncc and low symmetric space group of 

Pbca are achieved in crystal 7 and 8, respectively. The supramolecular cations introduced to crystal 

7 and 8 are both built of Na+ ions and DB[24]crown-8, while they adopt distinct configuration. In 

crystal 7, [(Na+)2(DB[24]crown-8)] supramolecular cation with C2 symmetry compatible with the 

original C4 axis of [W10O32
4-] anions are introduced, leading to highly symmetric structure. However, 

[(Na+)(DB[24]crown-8)] supramolecular cations in crystal 8 are distorted giving a crystal structure 

with low symmetry. This research is still in progress. 

 


